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Executive Summary
The present document “D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations Initial”
collects the software requirements that will drive the development of the knowlEdge
component and applications in work packages 3 to 8. The document gathers three types of
software requirements: user requirements, platform requirements and network
requirements.
•

•

•

User requirements: deduced from the user needs identified in “D2.1 User need
specification and scenario definition Initial” deliverable and inner workshop sessions
carried on. User requirements provide the main input from pilots in functionalities within
the scope of knowlEdge that the platform must satisfy and enable the verification of
the user needs by the development team.
Platform requirements: this set of requirements provides the technical partners' input
related to knowlEdge software requirements. Their input is based on their knowlEdge
view and technical experience with the purpose to cover knowlEdge functionality
needed to address generic industrial partners in the manufacturing sector
Market requirements are the software requirements deduced from the deliverable
D2.3 Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Initial, providing functional
requirements deduced from the state of the art in the scope of knowlEdge. These are
to be covered in the next update of the deliverable.

The deliverable has been influenced by ” D2.1 User need specification and scenario
definition Initial”, as the analysis of industrial pilots does not only provide a strong source of
requirements but also help to filter and prioritise technical software requirements.
The process for gathering requirements was composed of several steps:
•
•

•
•

Define the methodology used to formulate the functional and non-functional
requirements for the development of the knowlEdge platform.
Interpret and Discover the different documents relevant for gathering the platform
and user requirements, that cover deliverable D2.1, the description of action (DoA),
and other inner working documents. Hold workshops with industrial partners to
understand scope and user needs.
Produce functional and non-functional requirements that address the user needs and
other functional features requested by the knowlEdge platform.
Filter and Validate those requirements according to different factors such as impact,
the scope of the user needs, and other factors. Filtering was based on the vision and
experience of the technical partners.

This deliverable is the initial version of a series of three, being this first version more focused
on the functional requirements of technical and industrial partners, and it is the basis for the
development tasks to be conducted in WP3 to WP8. The second iteration of this document
will be concerned with market requirements and non-functional requirements. The final
iteration will be focused on keeping an updated version of the document that validates that
technical and vision in knowlEdge is properly explained.
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0 Introduction
0.1

knowlEdge Project Overview

The knowlEdge is a project funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries,
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AImodels from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and
interchange AI trained models.

0.2

Deliverable Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, “D2.2, Evolutionary Requirement Engineering
and Innovations” is to present the initial release of software requirements of the knowlEdge
platform that have been divided into user, platform and market requirements. The document
presents the methodology used for this purpose and the conclusions reached at this stage
of the project.

0.3

Target Audience

The document “D2.2, Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations” is aimed
primarily at project developers and describes the user needs that will guide their application
development.
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0.4

Deliverable Context

This document is a deliverable of Task 2.2 in WP2. WP2 defines the knowlEdge technical
approach including the overall architecture and the specifications which are needed in
work packages WP3-8. This deliverable has links to other project documents as follows:
Primary Preceding documents:
•
•

User need specification and scenario definition Initial (D2.1): This document is a
reference document focused on scoping the pilots and their user needs that will be
the validation scenarios of the knowlEdge project
Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Initial (D2.3): This document provides the
state of the art of technologies within the scope of knowlEdge and as such as are a
source of potential functionalities and technologies to be covered by the knowlEdge
project

Primary Dependant documents:
•
Vision, Specifications and System Architecture Initial (D2.4): This document acts as
an architectural and functional reference for the technical work packages (WP3-WP7)
•
Deliverables from the technical work packages (WP3-WP7), as this document scopes
and prioritises their development effort
•
Deliverables from WP8 as platform requirements align components to industrial use
cases and serve as the validation step to be done after pilot implementation of
knowlEdge platform

0.5

Document Status

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “PUBLIC”.

0.6

Document Dependencies

This document has no preceding documents but will have two subsequent iterations at
month M18 and M30.

0.7

Glossary and Abbreviations

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary

0.8

External Annexes and Supporting Documents

External Documents:
•

0.9
•

Annexes:
•

Annex C: Snapshot of Platform Requirements – Spreadsheet

•

Annex D: Snapshot of User Requirements - Spreadsheet

Reading Notes
None
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0.10

Document Updates

None
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1

knowlEdge Software Requirements Approach

1.1

Introduction

Software requirements are stakeholder's expressions of a need, wish, or desire about the
system being built (Heath, 2020). Therefore, software requirements are then linked to
stakeholders and pose functional and non-functional needs to the knowlEdge platform,
defining from a technical perspective how knowlEdge will provide functionality that will
provide business value to manufacturing companies. First of all, it is relevant to remember
which are the knowlEdge stakeholders as stated in deliverable 9.5. Exploitation Strategy:
•

End Users in Manufacturing Companies: Shop-floor operators, workers,
engineers, and operation managers

•

Technology and Machinery providers: stakeholders with technical IT knowledge that
can be part of the manufacturing company or external leading software industries
specialised in the application of software solutions to manufacturing companies,
especially those focused mainly in AI, big data analytics, digital twin technology,
middleware design, and data scientists.

•

Facilitators: other institutions that have an interest in using and exploiting
knowlEdge, as EU institutions, Business Angels, Advisory Groups, Related EUfunded projects, and EU initiatives such as the Digital Innovation Hubs

To define software requirements addressing those groups, the current document considers
the following documents and their mapping to previously stated knowlEdge stakeholders:
-

Deliverable “D2.1 User need specification and scenario definition Initial”, where our
industrial pilots have stated their user needs. Software requirements addressing
specific pilot needs are named in this document as user-based software
requirements.

-

Description of Action (DoA) document and consulting experience from technical
partners, where functional and non-functional capabilities are identified to address a
future manufacturing company interested in knowlEdge. These are named platform
software requirements in this document.

-

D2.3 “Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Initial”, that represents the voice
of Facilitators, posing the environment in terms of expectations and competencies
required by knowlEdge. Software requirements deduced from it are named market
software requirements.

The work packages impacted by current work are:
•

Tasks 2.4 on Vision, Specifications and System Architecture, as software
requirements, will impact the knowlEdge architecture and will require components to
provide technical capabilities to support software requirements as stated in this
document.

•

WP3-7, as they are technical work packages that will refine software requirements into
specific software specifications and will drive the prioritisation of functionalities along
with the duration of the project.

•

WP8, as user requirements will be the initial input and nexus of agreement with the
knowlEdge software instantiation into the use cases of the industrial partners.
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•

WP9 on Dissemination and Exploitation, as requirements provide a clearer picture of
the project outputs that will be disseminated and describe the functionality of the final
knowlEdge solution that should be considered when individual and joint exploitation
plans are defined.

The current document presents the methodology used for defining software requirements,
and the best practices followed by partners with the goal to obtain a coherent view.

Figure 1: Main sources of requirements considered in knowlEdge
The current approach is based on the impact mapping approach (Adzic , 2012). Impact
maps identify the main concepts relevant when identifying software requirements that are
(see Figure 2):
•

Why are we building the system?

•

Who benefits from it?

•

How can the stakeholders achieve their goals?

•

What can the system do to help the stakeholders achieve their goals?
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Figure 2: Impact map concepts and relationships
The methodology used for defining the knowlEdge requirements includes all the abovementioned concepts in Figure 2. The approach maps the different customer expectations
and expected impact to knowlEdge functionality. Software requirements are finally assigned
to knowlEdge software components in this document and will be considered in deliverable
“D2.4 Vision, Specifications and System Architecture Initial”, helping the validation and
verification phases in any software development lifecycle.
For gathering requirements, knowlEdge has followed a methodology detailed in Section 1,
divided into elicitation, specification, classification, prioritisation, validation and management
of requirements. All technical partners with effort in the task have been involved, with a
deeper collaboration of the technical partners leading knowlEdge components. The
methodology covers the identification of requirements from the sources already mentioned
(user, platform and market). Finally, cross-validation of the software requirements was done
by the partners with components that interact with other components. For instance, software
requirements addressing data handling and integration that are elicited by WP3 task leaders
are validated by WP4 task leaders, as their machine learning and analytics components are
the consumers of the data that will be handle in WP3. Finally, component leaders approved
the list of requirements assigned to their component.
In the future, knowlEdge technical work packages, namely WP3 to WP7, along with the
pilots WP8, will be validated against and traced to the software requirements..
The result of the current work is an online living repository that due to a different set of
information captured and for clarity purposes is kept in 4 different Excel files. These 4 files
are attached to the present document, as annexes C and D. Annex C is the list of platform
requirements, and Annex D is the list of Parmalat, Kautex and Bonfiglioli User requirements.
Future subsequent iterations of these documents in D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement
Engineering and Innovations Updated and Final versions delivered at month 18 and 30 will
be available at the same links.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of the evolutionary requirement engineering and innovations document is to
provide a repository of software requirements capturing the needs of all knowlEdge
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stakeholders as listed in section 1.1. The current document is the initial version of that
software requirement repositories as constitutes a first common view and agreement
between the different partners (technical and industrial partners) in their process to define
the scope of what is and what is not knowlEdge and how knowlEdge is going to address the
user needs from the pilots. At the same time, the document provides to the European
Commission the first document to clarify expectations and evaluate the functionalities that
knowlEdge plans to provide. Finally, the document is a showcase to other external
stakeholders such as EU funded European projects and other entities with an interest in AI.
In addition to the clarification of a detailed vision of the platform and the work to be done in
the project, software requirements are the backbone to trace and validate user needs into
the development effort done in technical work packages, and as stated, software
requirements are linked to the project’s objectives in an attempt to keep developments linked
to the business impact of knowlEdge.
From a technical point of view, the objective of the document is to provide not only functional
but also non-functional requirements that are as clear as possible and with that purpose,
knowlEdge proposes a set of best practices that were considered by partners when writing
requirements (see Section Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt.).
Finally, the document has the purpose to provide:
•
•
•

The definition of the methodology used to define the requirements to consider during
the development of the knowlEdge platform
The description of user requirements deduced from the user needs from the different
industrial pilots, technical partners expertise and other market users
The compiled functional and non-functional requirements addressed by the
knowlEdge software components

The requirements do not only consider the user needs from pilots but also a larger market
of industrial manufacturing companies.
Industrial partner requirements are considered to be of maximum priority as current
industrial partners are the first customers of the knowlEdge platform, and as such, they are
useful to prioritise requirements implementation into knowlEdge components.
The arrangement of workshops to refine and clarify user needs was identified at D2.1 proved
to be a key factor for this report as well. They offered a space where multi-disciplinary wellbalanced teams of people were able to discuss alternative and heterogeneous visions of the
needs and project scope.
This is why the main categories of the knowlEdge consortium members are:
•

User partners from different industrial sectors who provide valuable insights into the
needs of the real industry.

•

Technical partners have considerable experience supporting the technology
manufacturing industry and consulting expertise, which can help with the analysis of
the market alternatives, the usage of innovative solutions.

1.3

Methodology to Produce the Deliverable

There are many methodologies to produce software requirements but all of them have a
common inner set of steps. In the case of knowlEdge, the methodology used is composed
of the following steps:
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•

Elicitation: The collection of requirements, which can be done in many different ways.

•

Specification: This is where we translate the requirements into concrete and clear
system behaviours.

•

Classification: Requirements can be classified according to the area of the system
they affect, their complexity level, their risk level, and many other factors.

•

Prioritization: This is usually done according to impact and precedence.

•

Validation: Ensuring that the requirements fulfil a realistic and useful business need.

•

Change Management: Dealing with changes to requirements.

Those steps can be observed in (Figure 3) where input documents and users involved in
them are stated.

Figure 3: knowlEdge Software Requirements Methodology
The initial work that was done for planning the process was to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the methodology and the initial inputs considered by each type of software
requirement
Determine the type of elicitation to perform for each type requirement type (user,
platform and market) as they differ in nature.
Define the structured information to be captured from each requirement, considering
not only the software aspects but management aspects such as version, leader, etc.
Define the flow of information, where requirements flow from industrial partners and
leading technical partners to workpackage and task leaders (see Figure 4).
Define other aspects like post-processing actions over the elicited requirements
Define requirements’ change management rules
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Figure 4: Software elicitation based on typology
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2 Elicitation Activities
The main activity of the requirements development process is about eliciting the
requirements. For this purpose, the methodology defined in Section 1.3 was used to obtain
the specification of requirements, using activities such as user and technical meetings, direct
and indirect observation, analysis of documentation, business, user needs (D2.1), and the
existing products on the market (D2.3).
Several meetings were conducted to establish a consensus view and to point out the
conflicts in defining and measuring functionalities. These meetings helped the customers
and elicitation team to express their views.

2.1

Inputs Analysis

The first stage regarding the preparation for the requirements elicitation was to clearly
identify the relevant inputs to be considered to gather requirements based on their type.
Considering the already identified knowlEdge stakeholders in the DoA and refined in
deliverable D9.5, three main users and their associated sources of requirements were
defined.
The identification of the relevant inputs thus considered separate views of the project,
provided by:
•

Industrial partners: providing direct input of industrial needs within knowlEdge
business value.:
•

•
•
•

knowlEdge Mission and Vision. Important inputs for the development of the project
were the knowlEdge Mission and Vision as stated in the DoA and confirmed by the
know-how of the technical partners. The project mustn't be limited to solve the needs
of the pilots. The project must fit the needs of as many future industrial users as
possible, not only the needs of the industrial pilots. In this category some inputs that
were considered are:
•
•
•

•

Pilot 1: Parmalat
▪ Use Case 1.1: Continuous tracking and data analysis of milk parameters
for process quality management
▪ Use Case 1.2: Fault detection and prediction for increased production
quality and process efficiency
Pilot 2: Kautex
▪ Use Case 2.1: Production optimization for small batch
Pilot 2: Bonfiglioli
▪ Use Case 3.1: AI video analysis assembly supervisor

Partners perspective on knowlEdge objectives, purpose, and mission
Partners perspective on knowlEdge future exploitation
Partners previous expertise in technological industrial implementation of
software solutions related with the knowlEdge areas of interest

Other stakeholders: Other relevant stakeholders are considered of interest, as
knowlEdge is not an isolated initiative and one force of functionality for any product to
stay competitive is to keep an eye on the competition. With that purpose, D2.3. has been
considered when defining the software requirements.
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2.2

Requirement Sources

When performing the requirements elicitation, the team defined the type of each requirement
that was being elicited, which is intrinsically tied to the elicitation phase (see Section Virhe.
Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt.). These types reflect some of the characteristics that are
associated to the requirement and that are introduced in the subsections below.

2.2.1 User Requirements
The elicitation of the User Requirements was performed starting from D2.1 and validated,
discussed and consolidated through individual workshops with each partner. A list of
requirements was generated based on the description of use cases through their user
needs. Additionally, technical partners derive requirements through questions addressed to
the industrial partners through the appropriate documents provided by task 2.1. Technical
partners leading components revisited the definition of user needs searching for user
requirements that pose functional needs to software components (see Figure 5). A
consolidated version of user requirements was released at annex D.

Figure 5: User Requirements Elicitation Process

2.2.2 Platform requirements
Platform requirements are based on the vision of technical partners, their ideal functional
solution that they expect to implement as part of the vision that they have of the industrial
companies that will be potential customers of the knowlEdge platform. Platform
requirements are based on previous expertise and know-how and represent, from the
technical partners’ point of view, the critical factors that the knowlEdge platform should
consider to provide value to the market.
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Figure 6: Platform requirements elicitation process

2.2.3 Market requirements
Finally, knowlEdge considers itself not in isolation but as part of an ecosystem of European
projects that identify the need for tools powered by AI solutions as a critical factor for
business competitiveness but for realising that vision, there is a need to involved users in a
friendly way with the AI decision process, provide manufacturing partners with advanced
ways of working with analytical tools such as the digital twin or get business processes as
flexible as possible with the help of cloud-fog-edge continuum.
knowlEdge will consider existing approaches to those concerns through D2.3, which
consider topics of relevance in AI, digital twin, cloud-edge computing, and analytics pipelines
from external entities such as the AI4EU initiative.
Through the analysis of D2.3, technical partners will identified market software requirements
to be considered within the scope of the project. This work will be done in M18 iteration of
this document.
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3 Requirements Specification
It is a major concern of the team to make the requirements as standardized as possible in
the same format. However, due to the different nature of user and platform requirements,
the information capture differs. This section describes the structure of the requirements as
considered in knowlEdge. This includes, besides the requirement statement, a set of fields
that are needed for providing additional information to the requirement.

3.1

Platform Requirements Structure

The set of fields that have been considered for the platform requirements are:
•

Requirement Definition:
•

•

RID: Requirement identifier: RQ_<x>_<yyy> (egRQ_6_001) where x is the work
package number that the software requirements apply to and yyy is a sequential
number
•
Source: Type of software requirement (user, platform or market)
•
Requirement Type: Functional or Non-Functional
•
Requirements Description: Description of the requirement
•
User of the functionality: stakeholder requesting that functionality (operator,
manager, IT developer, etc)
•
Project Achievement Indicator: Project achievement indicator the software
requirement has an impact to. The list of project achievement indicators
are taken from the Description of Action document.
•
Task/Component: For each requirement it is specified which knowlEdge
task/component(s) is responsible of satisfying that software requirements
•
Priority: priority that the software requirements will have when developing the
knowlEdge platform based on technical partners opinion
Implementation Information:
•
•
•
•

Author: name and company of the partner that proposed this requirement
Version: If a requirement changes an indicator for version control.
Parent requirement - Requirement identifier of the requirement from which the
current requirement derived,
Validation Status: Determines the status of the elicited requirement, which can
be:
•
•

•

Proposed: Initial proposal for requirement
Approved: Requirement elicited proposal for functionality was validated

Notes: Allowance for further comments

Software requirements were collected using Microsoft Lists ® to facilitate the elicitation
process and the knowlEdge sharing between partners (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: knowlEdge repository of software requirements

3.2

User Requirements Structure

The user requirements share many of the fields with the platform requirements but they
introduce and adjust them to their specific purpose. To keep track of software
requirements that validate user needs. The set of fields that have been considered for the
user requirements are:
•

Requirement Definition:
•

•

PILOT ID: Specifies the use case which owns the request if the software
requirement is motivated by a pilot (user)
•
Step: Step withing the use case, as described in deliverable 2.1
•
User need: Specific user need in the use case and step that defines what is
needed for knowlEdge to cover in order to provide value. The user need has a
number from 1 to 4 at the end describing its priority in accordance to the user.
•
RID: Requirement identifier: RQ_<x>_<COMPANY>_<yyy>_ (egRQ_6_001)
where x is the workpackage number that the software requirements apply to
and yyy is a sequential number
•
Source: Type of software requirement (user, platform or market)
•
Requirement Type: Functional or Non-Functional
•
Requirements Description: Description of the requirement
•
Task/Component: For each requirement it is specified which knowlEdge
task/component(s) is responsible of satisfying that software requirements
•
Technical priority: priority that the technical partner gives to covering the
specific user need with its component.
Implementation Information:
•
•
•

Author: name and company of the partner that proposed this requirement
Version: If a requirement changes an indicator for version control.
Validation Status: Determines the status of the elicited requirement, which can
be:
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•
•
•

Proposed: Initial proposal for requirement
Approved: Requirement elicited proposal for functionality was validated

Notes: Allowance for further comments

Software requirements were collected using Microsoft Excel® asking each component
leader to provide how his/her component is affected by the user need and can support that
specific user need. Once each partner provided that input, a consolidation of the different
inputs was done resulting in an integral unified view as shown in (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Parmalat's excerpt of user requirements

3.3

Requirement Granularity

One major concern during requirements’ definition is to define an appropriate level of
granularity. knowlEdge has not limited the expression of requirements in the initial stages of
the elicitation process but has tried to define a hierarchy of requirements when it was
necessary. For that purpose, requirements can be related to other requirements with a
simple “depends on” relationship. The idea is to keep that information stored while being
pragmatic.

3.4

Best practices for Requirements Elicitation

The textual nature of requirements makes defining them a bit of an art. For the knowlEdge
platform and components to be effectively designed, implemented, and measured, the
requirements must be specific, unambiguous, and clear. To achieve that, the following best
practices were considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write simple, clear, and unambiguous statements
Apply proper language according to the requirements level
State dependencies between requirements (different from traceability)
Apply versioning
State source (see Section Virhe. Viitteen lähdettä ei löytynyt.)
Prioritise
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4 Requirements Classification and Prioritisation
4.1

Requirementsw Prioritisation

According to MoSCoW method by Dai Clegg in 1994 (MoSCow,2021), requirements have
different degrees of prioritization. A requirement ranking is delineated by its keyword:
• “Must have” is used to define mandatory requirements.
• “Should have” is used to define important requirements
• “Could have” is used to define desirable requirements
• “Won't have / Would like to have” is used to define requirements that are not
foreseeing to be considered at this stage or that will be discarded.

Figure 9. MoSCoW method (MoSCoW,2021)

4.2

Analysis of the Scope of Requirement Types

The analysis of a business needs to consider multiple disciplines and views over that
business, to be able to correctly capture all the needs that are required. These views on the
business include [ESA95] the following major types of requirements:
•
•

Functional Requirements: A function is a 'defined objective or characteristic action
of a system or component' and a functional requirement 'specifies a function that a
system or system component must be able to perform'
Non-Functional Requirements: Are those requirements that do not directly describe
the functionality of the system, but instead describe concepts that are related to the
characteristics of that system. These include:
•

Performance Requirements: Numerical values for measurable variables used
to define a function (eg response time, rate, frequency, capacity, speed, or
accuracy)
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•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Interface requirements: Hardware, software, or database elements that the
system (or system component) must interact or communicate with
Operational requirements: How the system will run (ie when it is to be operated)
and how it will communicate with human operators. Operational requirements
may describe physical aspects of the user interface. Descriptions of the dialogue,
screen layouts, and command language styles are all types of operational
requirements
Resource requirements: The upper limits on physical resources such as
processing power, main memory, disk space etc. They may describe any
requirement that the development or operational environment place upon the
software. A resource requirement should state the facts about the resources, and
not constrain how they are deployed
Verification requirements: Constrain the design of the product. They may do
this by requiring features that facilitate verification of system functions, or by
saying how the product is to be verified
Security requirements: Requirement for securing the system against threats to
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. They should describe the level and
frequency of access allowed to authorised users of the software. If prevention
against unauthorised use is required, the type of unauthorised user should be
described
Portability requirements: How easy it should be to move the software from one
environment to another. Possible computer and operating systems, other than
those of the target system, should be stated
Quality requirements: The attributes of the software that make it fit for its
purpose. The major quality attributes of reliability, maintainability, and safety
should always be stated separately. Where appropriate, software quality
attributes should be specified in measurable terms (ie with the use of metrics)
Software Reliability, Availability and Serviceability: The ability of a system or
component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a
specified period of time even in stress conditions and hardware components
failures
Safety requirements: Specify any requirements to reduce the possibility of
damage that can follow from software failure. Safety requirements may identify
critical functions whose failure may be hazardous to people or property
Backup and recovery requirements: Specify any requirements to reduce the
possibility of data loss that can follow from hardware and/or software failure
Communication requirements: Specify any requirements related to hardware
and software infrastructure needed to assure the data change between different
information systems
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5 Requirements Validation
After the elicitation is performed, an analysis is performed over the large set of requirements
for the knowlEdge platform.
The steps to be considered in the analysis and post-processing phase are:
•
•

•

Identifying inconsistencies, duplicates, and contradictory requirements: After the list of
requirements is captured, workpackage leaders and other related workpackage
validate the list of requirements
Analysing and validating the requirements: The final list is then compiled and validated
by the respective user. This means the users have an opportunity at each elicitation
phase to analyse the requirements text, checking if they agree with it and if it is
compliant with their pilots’ constraints and needs
Managing changes: All changes to any requirement must be performed with the
approval of its accountable person and changes must be marked with a version change
for each changed requirement

As the requirements are gathered, they are evaluated and clarified to:
•
•
•

Link requirements to their business impact
Identify conflicting requirements, as soon as possible
Prioritise requirements according to technical difficulty, business impact, pilots needs
and technical urgency
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6 Conclusions
This document presents the work done at T2.2 in identifying, gathering, categorising,
prioritising and validating knowlEdge software requirements. Software requirements
represent functional and non-functional expectations of the different stakeholders (current
and future) of the knowlEdge platform and as such should be aligned with a knowlEdge
business proposal.
The document has introduced the stakeholders that are relevant and their associated
software requirements. Three types of requirements were identified: user requirements,
platform requirements and market requirements. The reader should not misunderstand the
naming with the nature of the requirement, as all software requirements are requirements
impacting the knowlEdge platform to support a user. Therefore the type expresses the
source or motivator of that requirement, being user requirements those software
requirements motivated by user needs of industrial pilots, and platform requirements are
software requirements provided by technical partners with the purpose to increase the
impact of knowlEdge to more manufacturing companies and to make competitive from a
technical perspective.
This document has also explained the methodology, sources used for identifying
requirements and the structure of the requirements captured. In terms of methodology, our
approach has strengthened the common understanding that technical partners have of the
knowlEdge common platform through the platform requirements, and how knowlEdge is
going to provide value to the pilots through the user requirements. Meeting among technical
partners and workshops with industrial partners were of value with ideas were openly
shared.
The result of the work is over 120 platform requirements and more than 500 user
requirements, being 95% of the total amount functional requirements. The reason is clear,
at this stage of the project knowlEdge partners are more involved in understanding what is
going to be implemented and what is the scope of knowlEdge and how requirements related
to each other, than in identifying what are the non-functional aspects of those requirements
(performance aspects, aesthetic aspects, deployment aspects, etc). This document has not
covered the third type of requirements identified, the market requirements, for the same
reason stated and as D2.3 was in process and only available at M6. It is therefore part of
the future iterations of this D2.2, to not only adapt and increase current requirements with
work done at WP3-WP8 workpackages, but also add non-functional requirements that
usually emerge as development tasks start, and to define market requirements.
This document and the corresponding annexes is input to WP3 to WP7 software component
work packages (actually already in usage to those that technical work package that already
started) and to WP8 industrial pilot implementation workpackage. As such, the requirements
are a snapshot of the knowlEdge intention, but software products are living entities that
change and evolve to adapt to stakeholders needs and upcoming versions of the document
will update on changes in those software requirements under WP3-WP8 scrutiny/work.
Some of the statistics of the requirements gathered are as shown in Figure 10. The existence
of some components that have not associated user requirements is not worrying as those
components are intended to be used in the background and a better relation of them with
pilots is expected in coming versions of this document.
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Component Name
1 Data Integration & Interoperability
2 Data Quality Assurance
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Historical Data Storage Service
Real-Time Brokering
Knowledge Discovery Engine
AI Model Generation
Edge Embedded AI Kit
HP AI Bootstrapping
Processing & Learning Orchestration
Overall Monitoring
Learning Performance Monitoring

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Knowledge Management and Repository
Knowledge Marketplace
Digital Twin
Policy Manager
Identity Provider
Deployment Manager
Deployment Agent
Human-AI collaboration & Domain Knowledge Fusion
KPIs Extraction & Users' Rules Backend
DSS

Task
T3.1
T3.2

Responsible
# platform requirements
User requirements
NXW
14
LINKS
3

49
15

T3.3
T3.3
T4.1
T4.2
T4.2
T4.3
T4.4
T4.4
T4.4
T5.1 and
T5.2
T5.3
T6.2
T6.3
T6.3
T6.4
T6.4
T7.1
T7.2
T7.3

FIT
FIT
FIT
BSC
BSC
BSC
LINKS
LINKS
LINKS

2
2
4
8
2
3
3
1
1

11
5
9
7
12
6
3
6
0

6
14
12
7
7
4
7
2
9
22
133

10
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
14
72
220

WWU
CERTH
ICE
FIT
FIT
FIT
FIT
FIT
CERTH
CERTH

Figure 10. knowlEdge Software Requirements Statistics
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Annex A: History
Document History
Versions

Contributions

• 0.1 Initial version of the document
• 0.2 Generation of the consolidated annexes with the platform and user
requirements was done
• 0.3 Refinement of the document and writing conclusions
• 0.4 CERTH peer review
• 0.5 ready for second review version of the document
• 0.6 VTT review
• 1.0 final version of the document (ready for EU commission)
• Direct input of all technical partners
• Indirect input of all industrial partners through workshops, mails,
validations, etc
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Annex B: References
To achieve the results on this deliverable, the team made use of several best practices,
mostly from:
•

Heath, F. (2020). Managing Software Requirements the Agile Way: Bridge the gap
between software requirements and executable specifications to deliver successful
projects. Packt Publishing Ltd.

•

Adzic, G., & Bisset, M. (2012). Impact Mapping: Making a big impact with software
products and projects. Provoking Thoughts Limited.

•

ESA95 (1995) European Space Agency’s Guide for Software Requirements Definition

•

MoSCoW Method (2021). https://buscreative.blogspot.com/2020/10/task-prioritisationhack-using-moscow.html. Last accessed on June 2021. Actually, the method was
developed by Dai Clegg of Oracle UK in 1994 but no original document was found to
be referenceable.
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Annex C: knowlEdge Platform Requirements
For purpose of submitting the knowlEdge Platform Requirements, the current document provides list of platform requirements as
July of 2021.
However, software requirements are live entities in any software development project. They evolve, update, adapt to new conditions
and the evolution of the project itself. New requirements appear and a few prove to be not applicable instead. For this reason, up-todate version of requirements can be found at http://www.knowledge-project.eu/requirements. The document is marked as public
and available to all.
RID

Source

Requirement
Type

Requirement Description

User

Project Achivement
Indicator

Author

Task /
Component

Priority
(DoA)

Status

RQ_3_001

Platform

Functional

The Edge Platform will support MQTT, OPCUA
and REST as data collection protocol

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

RQ_3_002

Platform

Functional

The Plaform will provide the possibility to store
data at the distribute edge components, based
on its computing and storage capability

Operator

["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

RQ_3_003

Platform

Functional

The Platform will provide the possibility to
export the telemetries from the Edge to the
Fog/Cloud

Operator

["Reduction of
computational burden
and costs"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

RQ_3_004

Platform

Functional

The Platform will provide the possibility to
stream Real-Time the sensor values from the
Edge to the FOG/Cloud

Operator

["Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

RQ_3_005

Platform

Functional

The Platform will provide the possibility to
perform Real-Time Analysis to the data at the
Edge Level

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

RQ_3_006

Platform

Functional

The Platform will abstract the data coming from
the sensor

Operator

["Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved
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RQ_3_007

Platform

Functional

The Platorfm will perform Data Virtualization
when the data will be read from the sensors

Operator

RQ_3_008

Platform

Functional

The Cloud Platform will be able to collect a huge
amount of data coming from Edge/FOG

Operator

RQ_3_009

Platform

Functional

The platform will provide the possibilitiy to
visualize the stored and Real Time data collected
from the sensors

Operator

RQ_3_010

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge data adquisition component
must support the integration (read/write)
with/to excel as customer sales used for
production schedulling are provided using excel

RQ_3_011

Platform

Functional

RQ_3_012

Platform

Functional

–

["Development of an
explainable AI system",
"Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system",
"Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools
for semi-automatic data
preparation"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

Gabriele (NXW)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Approved

Operator

["Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation"]

Victor (ICE)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Proposed

Data Integration component must support
reading data from MySQL server databases

Operator

Victor (ICE)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Proposed

knowlEdge data adquisition must support the
integration with thingworx (OPC UA, MQTT,
ALWAYSON)

Operator

["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]
["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]

Victor (ICE)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Proposed
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RQ_3_013

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge Data Model will provice production
concepts support production schedulling
problems (such as machines, products,
subcomponents, quantity, delivery time,
production time), logistics(stock, stock type,
quantity, repurchase level),logistics_distribution
(trucks, loads, etc) order concepts (customer,
order, quantity, delivery date, purchase date,
etc)

Operator

["Improvement of
production planning
and execution in
increase by 4060%","Expected overall
processs optimisation:
40-60%"]

Victor (ICE)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Proposed

RQ_3_014

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge Data Integration will support pull and
push data mechanism. Push being for example
MQTT or REST API, where the device or a
controller pushes information into the
knowlEdge platform through those services.
Pull when the data integration has a background
process that does polling of data every X
second/minutes

Operator

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Victor (ICE)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

Proposed

RQ_3_015

Platform

Functional

The Platform will perform data quality
assessment providing structures, modules and
algorithms dedicated to this.

software developer

["Quality of data
improvement"]

Rossini (LINKS)

T3.2 Data
Quality
Assurance

Must

Approved

RQ_3_016

Platform

Functional

The platform will ensure privacy and
confidentiality of the data by masking the
personal information of the shop floor operators

software developer

["Quality of data
improvement"]

Rossini (LINKS)

T3.2 Data
Quality
Assurance

Must

Approved

RQ_3_017

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge must develop tools for semiautomatic data preparation (data cleaning, data
anonimisation, EDA, anomaly detection, etc)
that are easy to use (no data science needed)

Operator

["Quality of data
improvement"]

Victor (ICE)

T3.2 Data
Quality
Assurance

Must

Proposed
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RQ_3_018

Platform

Functional

The platform will provide the possibility to store
the historical data at the factory premises for
on-site visualization and data mining purposes

Operator

RQ_3_019

Platform

Nonfunctional

The storage and the messaging components
shall have low footprint on processing, storage
requirements and latency

Operator

RQ_3_020

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge local storage will support
transactional data, videos, files such as excel
files and images

Operator

RQ_3_021

Platform

Functional

The platform will provide a messaging
mechanism to ensure a failure-free data
propagation across the nodes at the edge, fog,
and the cloud.

Operator

RQ_4_001

Platform

Functional

The platform must be able to perform
automated data exploration and clustering

software developer

RQ_4_002

Platform

Functional

The platform must be able to automatically
perform feature engineering for various data
sources

software developer

Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.0 - Public

["Development costs
reduction for data
exploration","Reduction
of computational
burden and
costs","Develop
database technologies
for scalable and
semantic knowledge
access"]
["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems","Develop
database technologies
for scalable and
semantic knowledge
access"]
["Develop and
investigate methods for
efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Develop a
decentralize knowledge
marketplace
platform","Quality of
data improvement"]
["Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation","Provide
AI tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data","Quality of data
improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools
for semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality
of data improvement"]

–

Shreekantha Devasya (FIT)

T3.3 Historical
Data Storage
Service

Must

Approved

Shreekantha Devasya (FIT)

T3.3 Historical
Data Storage
Service & RealTime Brokering

Must

Approved

Victor (ICE)

T3.3 Historical
Data Storage
Service & RealTime Brokering

Must

Proposed

Shreekantha Devasya (FIT)

T3.3 Real-Time
Brokering

Must

Approved

Alexander Grass (FIT)

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

Must

Approved

Alexander Grass (FIT)

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

Must

Approved
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RQ_4_003

Platform

Functional

The platform must be able to perform
automated data structure discovery and (nonsemantic) labeling for timeseries data

software developer

RQ_4_004

Platform

Functional

Models for Knowledge Discovery will be
provided in an interoperable format in order to
foster reusability via the Knowledge Repository
(T5.1 / T5.2)

software developer

RQ_4_005

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide feedback to the users,
about the results of the inferences of the AI
models trained in the platform, and in the form
of human-interpretable explanations

Operator

RQ_4_006

Platform

Functional

The platform must have an initial set of AI
resources (inc. datasets and models) that cover
a wide range of generic target problems

Operator

RQ_4_007

Platform

Functional

The platform must find, for a specific dataset
and target, a set of proposals for models to
apply balancing expected performance and
computational cost

Operator
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["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools
for semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality
of data improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools
for semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality
of data improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Alexander Grass (FIT)

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

Must

Approved

Fabian Berns (WWU)

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

Must

Approved

Sergio Alvarez-Napagao
(BSC), Marta Barroso (BSC)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools
for the automatic
generations of AI
models so as to reduce
the existence of high
skilled data
scientists","Amount of
data prepared for
experts (semi)automatically and no.
of models generated"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts
(semi-)automatically

Sergio Alvarez-Napagao
(BSC)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

Sergio Alvarez-Napagao
(BSC)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved
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and no. of models
generated"]

RQ_4_008

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms for identifying production defects
from live videos

software developer

["Quality of data
improvement"]

Victor (ICE)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

RQ_4_009

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on a wide
range of AI algorithms such as artificial neural
networks, fuzzy logic, classifiers, case-based
reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning

software developer

["Development tools
for semi-automatic data
preparationof an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

RQ_4_010

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms for identifying production defects
from static images

software developer

Victor (ICE)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

RQ_4_011

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms capable of customer demand
prediction and forecasting

software developer

Victor (ICE)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

RQ_4_012

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models capable of doing
inference from different types of data, including
visual data, transactions data, events data and
time series

software developer

Victor (ICE)

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

Approved

RQ_4_013

Platform

Functional

The platform must have a pipeline for the
continuous improvement of models based on
the feedback and the performance of the
models in the marketplace

software developer

Sergio Alvarez-Napagao
(BSC)

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

Must

Approved

RQ_4_014

Platform

Functional

Generated AI Models will be provided in an
interoperable format in order to foster
reusability via the Knowledge Repository (T5.1 /
T5.2)

software developer

["Develop and
investigate methods for
efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop and
investigate methods for
efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts
(semi-)automatically
and no. of models
generated"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts

Fabian Berns (WWU)

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

Must

Approved
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(semi-)automatically
and no. of models
generated"]
RQ_4_015

Platform

Functional

The platform will incorporate policies for
running the AI models in an efficient manner, in
both a HPC or cloud environment

manufactring IT
personnel

["Reduction of
computational burden
and costs"]

Marta Garcia-Gasulla (BSC),
Edoardo Pristeri (LINKS)

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

Approved

RQ_4_016

Platform

Functional

The platform must guide users in how to
produce AI models that will run in an efficient
manner in HPC or cloud environments

software developer

Marta Garcia-Gasulla (BSC)

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

Approved

RQ_4_017

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge will enable AI models or applications
to adapt, scale and utilize resources in the fog
environment by leveraging container
technologies currently used on the Cloud, e.g.,
Kubernetes, Docker Swarm

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems","Development
costs reduction for data
exploration","Reduction
of computational
burden and
costs","Define
standards, protocols
and regulations
regarding
functionalities of
knowledge marketplace
platform"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

Proposed

RQ_4_018

Platform

Functional

The platform will allow a real time assessment of
the performance of the AI models

software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Edoardo Pristeri (LINKS)

T4.4. Learning
Performance
Monitoring

Must

Approved

RQ_4_019

Platform

Functional

The system is able to monitor available
resources in the computing continuum and
enables frictionless resource allocation.

Operator

["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]

Fabian Berns (WWU)

T4.4. Overall
Monitoring

Must

Approved
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RQ_4_020

Platform

Functional

The platform will allow to use on-demand
computing resources to deploy and run AI
models

manufactring IT
personnel

RQ_4_021

Platform

Functional

The platform will allow users to compare the
best performing AI models in production
scenarios and to understand the differences
between the models

Operator

RQ_4_022

Platform

Functional

The System must be able to manage and deliver
machine learning models on all levels of the
computing continuum.

Operator

RQ_4_023

Platform

Functional

Reused models from the Knowledge Repository
(T5.1 / T5.2) and freshly trained ones are
required to be treated in equally in model
execution.

software developer

RQ_5_001

Platform

Functional

Machine learning models need to be serializable
and an adequate description framework needs
to be provided.

Operator

RQ_5_002

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge repository will provide a well define
taxonomy and templates to categorise
algorithms, along with searching functionality
for consumers to find the intended knowledge

software developer

Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.0 - Public

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Reduction of
computational burden
and costs"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Develop and
investigate methods for
efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts
(semi-)automatically
and no. of models
generated"]
["Develop database
technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

–

Edoardo Pristeri (LINKS)

T4.4.
Processing &
Learning
Orchestration

Must

Approved

Edoardo Pristeri (LINKS)

T4.4.
Processing &
Learning
Orchestration

Must

Approved

Fabian Berns (WWU)

T4.4.
Processing &
Learning
Orchestration
T4.4.
Processing &
Learning
Orchestration

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository
T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository

Must

Approved

Must

Proposed

Fabian Berns (WWU)

Fabian Berns (WWU)

Victor (ICE)
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RQ_5_003

Platform

Functional

The platform must provide processes to be
demonstrated. Demontrstors planning,
preparation, implementation and evaluation will
be based on a defined standard process and
structured framework to be executed
systematically and iteratively. Definition of
demonstration processess.

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Hentula (VTT)

T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository

Must

Approved

RQ_5_004

Platform

Functional

The interoperable standard format used for
describing AI models should be based on a given
standard like PMML or ONNX.

software developer

Fabian Berns (WWU)

Approved

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge Repository must be able to store AI
Models and corresponding information and
metadata

software developer

Must

Approved

RQ_5_006

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge Repository supports search
functionalities to retrieve AI Models and
corresponding information and metadata

software developer

Must

Approved

RQ_5_007

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will enable the
direct knowledge sharing among stakeholders

Developer

T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository
T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository
T5.1, T5.2.
Knowledge
Management
and Repository
T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

RQ_5_005

Must

Approved

RQ_5_008

Platform

Non
Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will provide user
friendly and easy to use interfaces

Developer

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Approved

RQ_5_009

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
display AI Models information and metadata
coming from knowlEdge Repository

Developer

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Approved

RQ_5_010

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will support
advanced search functionalities based on
various filters, parameters and options

Developer

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Should

Approved

RQ_5_011

Platform

NonFunctional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
quick response (a few seconds) to user's actions
and high performance (some seconds) on search
and upload/download functionalities

Developer

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Should

Approved
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–

[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Approved

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Should

Approved

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Should

Approved

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Approved

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Would

Approved

Developer

[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

Alexandros/Giorgos(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Would

Approved

knowlEdge marketplace must provide a
taxonomy to do search of proper algorithms or
datasets

Operator

Victor (ICE)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Proposed

Functional

knowlEdge marketplace must provide welldefined templates for categorising ai apps
offered

Operator

Victor (ICE)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Proposed

Functional

knowlEdge marketplace would provide
mecahnism for purchasing AI models for a fee or
free

Operator

[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a
decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

Victor
(ICE)/Alexandros(CERTH)

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

Proposed

RQ_5_012

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must support multiusers profiles and secure login functionalities

Developer

RQ_5_013

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
mechanisms to upload/download AI Models
to/from knowlEdge repositories

Developer

RQ_5_014

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
feedback and rating mechanisms for the AI
Models were exchanged over it

Developer

RQ_5_015

Platform

Non
Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
handle personal and sensitive data with full
confidentiality and security

Developer

RQ_5_016

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
subscription mechanism for customers/users in
order to receive notifications about specific
topics/solutions

Developer

RQ_5_017

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
recommendation mechanisms for relevant
models, datasets, solutions and knowledge

RQ_5_018

Platform

Functional

RQ_5_019

Platform

RQ_5_020

Platform
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RQ_6_001

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge must support the connection of the
digital twin to the knowlEdge AI module, as
some AI algorithms can benefit from the
simulation capabilities of the digital-twin to
validate their validity in a simulated
environment and some simulation can execute
certain steps of their simulation with the help of
results computed by and AI algorithm

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Cost
reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

RQ_6_002

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge digital twin must provide a range of
pluggable event-based simulation services that
can be run on data captured from sensors and
provided to the digital twin through the
knowlEdge Data Component

manufactring IT
personnel

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

RQ_6_003

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge must provide the possibility to
operators and manufacturing IT personnel to
define simulation models through python based
language

manufactring IT
personnel

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

RQ_6_004

Platform

Functional

An operator can define a 3D representation of
his/her plant that shows the simulation process
executed in the digital twin

Operator

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

RQ_6_005

Platform

Functional

The operator / IT personnel can search available
models from a list of available ones and select
which one is most suitable for him. A userfriendly taxonomy is necesarry with that
purpose.

Operator

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Should

Approved

RQ_6_006

Platform

Functional

Operators and Managers can get operational
information from the simulation in a proper
dashboard, showing charts. This dashboard is
complementary to the knowlEdge DSS
component that shows realtime and tactic
reports.

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved
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RQ_6_007

Platform

Functional

The digital twin will support mqtt
communication with the knowlEdge Data
module to gather sensors data

software developer

RQ_6_008

Platform

Functional

Modelling activities will be based on identified
target manufacturing processes and specified
problem settings by following a standard
process for the implementation.

Operator

RQ_6_009

Platform

Functional

Data analys and subsequent Digital Twin
implementations will be based on identified
available data of the target manufacturing
processes.

RQ_6_010

Platform

Functional

RQ_6_011

Platform

RQ_6_012

–

["Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation","Provide
AI tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Should

Approved

LÃ¤msÃ¤ (VTT)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

LÃ¤msÃ¤ (VTT)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

The production schedulled computed by the
digital twin must differentiate between the
different departments (logistics, production, etc)

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

Functional

The platform must provide technical and
fuctional description of processess to be
demonstrated. Description of processess to be
demonstrated.

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Hentula (VTT)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

Platform

Functional

The platform must provide technical and
fuctional description of components to be
demonstrated. Description of components to be
demonstrated.

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Hentula (VTT)

T6.2. Digital
Twin

Must

Approved

RQ_6_013

Platform

Nonfunctional

All components and users are only given the
priviledges they need for their assigned tasks.
(Least priviledge principle)

Developer/Operator/It
personal

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

Must

Approved

RQ_6_014

Platform

Nonfunctional

All componenets and user shall only receive
information which they need for their assigned
task. (Need to know Principle)

Developer/Operator/It
personal

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

Must

Approved

RQ_6_015

Platform

Nonfunctional

The source of information needs to be verifiable
by users and components.

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework

Must

Approved
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RQ_6_016

Platform

Nonfunctional

All components and users need to be able to
verify the authenticity of sensitive information.

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

RQ_6_017

Platform

Nonfunctional

All components must be able to handle failures
and be able to recover into a productive state.

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

RQ_6_018

Platform

Nonfunctional

All componenets need to be able to protect
sensible information from unauthorized access.

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

RQ_6_019

Platform

Nonfunctional

Failures in any component must not affect
others systems (production, office, cloud
provider)

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Raphael Ahrens (FIT)

RQ_6_020

Platform

Functional

The deployment agent must expose
programming interfaces to enable artifact and
configuration deployment over the network

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

RQ_6_021

Platform

Functional

The deployment agent should expose remote
shell access for bulk command execution and
debugging on host systems

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

RQ_6_022

Platform

Functional

The deployment agent must run as a
background service on a host with an up to date
Linux, Windows, or macOS operating system

manufacturing IT
personnel

RQ_6_023

Platform

Functional

The deployment manager must provide a
uniform interface to manage the deployment of
software artifacts and configurations on target
hosts

RQ_6_024

Platform

Functional

RQ_6_025

Platform

Functional

–

T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3
Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.4
Deployment
Agent

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Agent

Should

Approved

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Agent

Should

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Must

Approved

The deployment manager must provide the
progress and status of individual deployments

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Must

Approved

The deployment manager must allow access to
various hosts after authentication and
authorization

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Must

Approved
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–

RQ_6_026

Platform

Functional

The deployment manager must register
deployment agents running on various hosts
after authentication and authorization

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Must

Approved

RQ_6_027

Platform

Functional

The deployment manager should integrate with
the code reposititories and allow automatic
deployment as part of a CICD pipeline

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Should

Approved

RQ_6_028

Platform

Nonfunctional

The deployment manager should provide the
deployment information in a usable and scalable
manner

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager

Should

Approved

RQ_6_029

Platform

Functional

The communication between deployment
manager and deployment agents must be
authenticated, authorized, and excrypted

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems"]

Farshid Tavakolizadeh (FIT)

Must

Approved

RQ_6_030

Platform

Functional

The platform must desribe the integrations of
components. System integration and interfaces
for the pilot implementations will be based on a
specific integration plan. Description of
component integrations.

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

Hentula (VTT)

T6.4
Deployment
Manager &
Deployment
Agent
T6.5
Integration

Must

Approved

RQ_7_001

Platform

Functional

AI-Human component should show the inners of
the prediction of product quality based on the
process parameters that has a bigger impact on
it

software developer

["Improvement of
product quality
increased by 80%"]

Victor (ICE)

Must

Approved

RQ_7_002

Platform

Functional

Allow for knowledge injection or augmentation
by domain experts, using user-centered design
interfaces

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

Must

Approved

RQ_7_003

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must allow defining limit
values associated to KPIs so alarms are thrown

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

Must

Approved

RQ_7_004

Platform

Functional

The DSS must support a manufacturing
dashboard with KPIs of both efficiency (OEE,
MME) and process (material scraps, finished
product losses, etc.)â€‹

Plant Manager

["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Improvement
of production planning
and execution in
increase by 4060%","Improvement of

Victor (ICE)

T7.1. Human-AI
collaboration &
Domain
Knowledge
Fusion
T7.1. Human-AI
collaboration &
Domain
Knowledge
Fusion
T7.2 KPIs
Extraction &
Users' Rules
Backend
T7.2 KPIs
Extraction &
Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved
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–

product quality
increased by 1040%","Expected overall
process optimization:
40-60%"]

RQ_7_005

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will provide an internal
separation of KPIs to product-level and processlevel

Developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

RQ_7_006

Platform

Functional

DSS must support some traceability related
dashboards for automatic traceability of the
finished product, from the arrival of the raw
material to the distribution of the vehicles with
additional data sets: transfer times, quantities
produced, load assortment and destination of
the shipped references to the customer.â€‹

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Victor (ICE)

RQ_7_007

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge DSS must support ready to use
reports that support (i)product quality, and (ii)
process quality (OEE, machine conditioning, etc)

Operator

RQ_7_008

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to issue
warnings or alerts where needed

Developer

RQ_7_009

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to recognise
accumulated defects so that autonomous RCA is
performed

Developer

RQ_7_010

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be flexible enough to
move from high level reports all the way down
to the details

Operator

["Amount of data
prepared for experts
(semi-)automatically
and no. of models
generated"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,

Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.0 - Public

T7.2 KPIs
Extraction &
Users' Rules
Backend
T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Must

Approved

Victor (ICE)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved
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–

learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
RQ_7_011

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to interpret the
AI methods and techniques, so as to compare
different models and architectures

Developer

RQ_7_012

Platform

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to utilize data
from the distribute edge components, as well as
the different AI models available

Developer

RQ_7_013

Platform

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS will be easy to use from
people without advanced computer knowledge

Operator

RQ_7_014

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to improve its
decision making based on the feedback and the
performance of models at the marketplace

Developer

RQ_7_015

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will provide users an
innovative decision making interface with
dynamic and interactive dashboards,fering realtime, granular and comprehensive insights with
business-specific metrics, correlations of realtime and historical data flows and proactive
response to emerging trends

Operator

RQ_7_016

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must provide state-of-theart visualizations tailored to the needs of the
end-users

Operator
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["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved
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learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
RQ_7_017

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will connect to the Digital
Twin

Developer

RQ_7_018

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to get input
both from live and historical data as well as
support data input in order to support use cases
more adequately

Operator

RQ_7_019

Platform

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to handle
personal and sensitive data with full
confidentiality and security

Developer

RQ_7_020

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to manage the
wide variety of data from multiple sources, with
a full range of data management functions

Developer

RQ_7_021

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be reusable and
shareable

Developer

RQ_7_022

Platform

Functional

knowlEdge Dashboards must provide linked
information so that root-cause analysis
assotiated to KPIs out-of-bound and other
anomalies are traced

Operator
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planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support System

Must

Approved

Victor (ICE)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved
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RQ_7_023

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge Decision Support System (DSS)
will be a hybrid model, both data-driven, so as to
manipulate and analyze time series and model
driven so as to manipulate statistical models

Developer

RQ_7_024

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to support the
user in a wide variety of decision making
processes but not be dependent on one (by
using a model from the available ones in the
marketplace)

Developer

RQ_7_025

Platform

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must have an initial set of AI
resources (inc. datasets and models) that cover
a wide range of generic target problems

Developer

RQ_7_026

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will mimic human cognitive
capabilities and will employ AI tools for
reasoning,learning, remembering, planning and
analyzing data

Developer

RQ_7_027

Platform

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be constantly adapting
to new data and circumstances

Developer
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Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved

Giorgos Siachamis(CERTH)

T7.3 Decision
Support
System, T7.2
KPIs Extraction
& Users' Rules
Backend

Must

Approved
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Annex D: knowlEdge User Requirements
For purpose of submitting the knowlEdge Platform Requirements, the current document provides as an attachment an excel sheet
file with the list of platform requirements as July of 2021. This excel file is named “EU-ID D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement
Engineering and Innovation Initial (M6) - Annex Platform Requirements v1.0.1.xlsx”.
However, software requirements are live entities in any software development project. They evolve, update, adapt to new conditions
and the evolution of the project itself. New requirements appear and a few prove to be not applicable. For this reason, up-to-date
version of requirements can be reached at http://www.knowledge-project.eu/requirements. The document is marked as public and
available to all.
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Executive Summary
The present document “D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations
Update” is an update of the previous “D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and
Innovation Initial” version submitted in M6 and collects the software requirements that will
drive the development of the knowlEdge component in work packages 3 to 7. This second
iteration has the following objectives:
•
•

•
•
•

Update user requirements: as WP8 has been working for 9 months, a much deeper
understanding of the scope of the pilots and their needs have been generated.
Update platform requirements: as responsible partners of each component have
proceed further with their components’ developments and interacting with other
partners; a revisit of the platform requirements in terms of priorities, and scope has
been done.
Add non-functional requirements: in this iteration the platform non-functional
requirements related with each component were added.
Create new market requirements: as hinted by D2.2 previous iteration, in this version
we have deduced new requirements in the scope of the knowledge platform from the
analysis of D2.3. Market Radar and technology adaptations updated.
Create a unique repository containing all existing requirements that could be
accessible by any partner.

This deliverable builds on D2.2, where the different types of software requirements
considered and defined:
•

•

•

User requirements: deduced from the user needs identified in “D2.1 User need
specification and scenario definition Update” deliverable and internal workshop
sessions carried on. User requirements provide the main input from pilots in
functionalities within the scope of knowlEdge that the platform must satisfy and enable
the verification of the user needs by the development team.
Platform requirements: this set of requirements provides the technical partners' input
related to knowlEdge software requirements. Their input is based on their knowlEdge
view and technical experience with the purpose to cover knowlEdge functionality
needed to address generic industrial partners in the manufacturing sector
Market requirements are the software requirements deduced from the deliverable
D2.3 Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Initial, providing functional
requirements deduced from the state of the art in the scope of knowlEdge. These are
to be covered in the next update of the deliverable.

The deliverable has been influenced by a range of deliverables and work such as plenary
meetings, WP8 industrial pilots meetings and previous WP2 deliverables, and provides a
more mature and consolidated version of the software requirements.
The process followed to gather the various types of requirements is based on the same
approach as on D2.2 :
•
•
•

Define the methodology used to formulate the functional and non-functional
requirements for the development of the knowlEdge platform.
Interpret and Discover software requirements from physical and virtual meetings, this
time influenced more on the work done in technical work packages and WP8.
Produce new functional and mainly non-functional requirements or Update them that
address the user needs and other functional features requested by the knowlEdge
platform.
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•

Filter and validate those requirements according to different factors such as impact,
the scope of the user needs, etc. Filtering was based on the vision and experience of
the technical partners.

This deliverable is the second iteration of a series of three. The final iteration will be focused
on keeping an updated version of the document, and providing non-functional requirements
for the user-type requirements.
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0 Introduction
0.1

knowlEdge Project Overview

The knowlEdge is a project funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries,
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AImodels from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and
interchange AI trained models.

0.2

Deliverable Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, “D2.2, Evolutionary Requirement Engineering
and Innovations” is to present the software requirements of the knowlEdge platform that
have been divided into user, platform and market requirements. The document presents the
methodology used for this purpose and the conclusions reached at this stage of the project.

0.3

Target Audience

The document “D2.2, Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations” is aimed
primarily at project developers and describes the user needs that will guide their application
development.
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0.4

Deliverable Context

This document is a deliverable of Task 2.2 in WP2. WP2 defines the knowlEdge technical
approach including the overall architecture and the specifications which are needed in
work packages WP3-8. This deliverable has links to other project documents as follows:
Primary Preceding documents:
•
•

•

User need specification and scenario definition Update (D2.1): This document is a
reference document focused on scoping the pilots and their user needs that will be
the validation scenarios of the knowlEdge project
Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Update (D2.3): This document provides
the state of the art of technologies within the scope of knowlEdge and as such as are
a source of potential functionalities and technologies to be covered by the knowlEdge
project
Deliverables from the technical work packages (WP3-WP7), as this document scopes
and prioritises their development effort

Primary Dependant documents:
•
Vision, Specifications and System Architecture Update (D2.4): This document acts as
an architectural and functional reference for the technical work packages (WP3-WP7)
•
Deliverables from the technical work packages (WP3-WP7), as this document scopes
and prioritises their development effort
•
Deliverables from WP8 as platform requirements align components to industrial use
cases and serve as the validation step to be done after pilot implementation of
knowlEdge platform

0.5

Document Status

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “PUBLIC”.

0.6

Document Dependencies

This document has a preceding documents released in M6 and a subsequent iteration at
month M30.

0.7

Glossary and Abbreviations

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary

0.8

External Annexes and Supporting Documents

External Documents:
•

Annexes:
•

Annex C: Snapshot of Platform Requirements – Spreadsheet

•

Annex D: Snapshot of User Requirements – Spreadsheet

•

Annex E: Snapshot of Market Requirements – Spreadsheet
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0.9
•

Reading Notes
None

0.10

Document Updates

This document is an update of document D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and
Innovations Initial, submitted on M6. The list of changes done are:
- Executive summary. Rework to adapt current purpose of the deliverable.
- Section 1.1. New paragraphs explaining the new documents considered in this
version of the deliverable.
- Section 1.1. Modified paragraph explaining the number of files and annexes.
- Section 1.2. Updated section with objectives of this version of the deliverable.
- Section 1.2. Updated section about methodology with new steps done in this
iteration.
- Section 3. Updated paragraph explaining new approach on a unique excel
repository.
- Section 5. Rework the whole section with this iteration conclusions
- Annex C. Added new requirements
- Annex D. Included tables of user requirements of the three pilots on the main
document for doing it self-contained.
- Annex E. Added new annex to include new type of market requirements.
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1

knowlEdge Software Requirements Approach

1.1

Introduction

Software requirements are stakeholder's expressions of a need, wish, or desire about the
system being built (Heath, 2020). Therefore, software requirements are then linked to
stakeholders and pose functional and non-functional needs to the knowlEdge platform,
defining from a technical perspective how knowlEdge will provide functionality that will
provide business value to manufacturing companies. First of all, it is relevant to remember
which are the knowlEdge stakeholders as stated in deliverable 9.5. Exploitation Strategy:
•

End Users in Manufacturing Companies: Shop-floor operators, workers,
engineers, and operation managers

•

Technology and Machinery providers: stakeholders with technical IT knowledge that
can be part of the manufacturing company or external leading software industries
specialised in the application of software solutions to manufacturing companies,
especially those focused mainly in AI, big data analytics, digital twin technology,
middleware design, and data scientists.

•

Facilitators: other institutions that have an interest in using and exploiting
knowlEdge, as EU institutions, Business Angels, Advisory Groups, Related EUfunded projects, and EU initiatives such as the Digital Innovation Hubs

To define software requirements addressing those groups, the current document considers
the following documents and their mapping to previously stated knowlEdge stakeholders:
-

Deliverable “D2.1 User need specification and scenario definition Initial”, where our
industrial pilots have stated their user needs. Software requirements addressing
specific pilot needs are named in this document as user-based software
requirements.

-

Description of Action (DoA) document and consulting experience from technical
partners, where functional and non-functional capabilities are identified to address a
future manufacturing company interested in knowlEdge. These are named platform
software requirements in this document.

-

D2.3 “Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Initial”, that represents the voice
of Facilitators, posing the environment in terms of expectations and competencies
required by knowlEdge. Software requirements deduced from it are named market
software requirements.

In addition to the previous documents, this updated iteration of the document has
considered the following documents:
•

Deliverable “D2.1 User need specification and scenario definition Update”, where
our industrial pilots updated and fine-tuned their user needs.

•

D2.3 “Market Radar and Technology Adaptations Update”, exploring the evolving
landscape of AI technologies related with the industry and manufacturing sector
while establishing collaboration bridges with the AI4EU community.
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•

D2.4 “Vision, Specifications and System Architecture Initial” that narrates among
others, the initial description of the components, what are the services offered by
knowlEdge to users and the main functionality expected.

•

Internal specifications generated in WP8 industrial pilots

•

Deliverable “D2.2 Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations Update.

The work packages impacted by current work are:
•

Tasks 2.4 on Vision, Specifications and System Architecture, as software
requirements, will impact the knowlEdge architecture and will require components to
provide technical capabilities to support software requirements as stated in this
document.

•

WP3-7, as they are technical work packages that will refine software requirements into
specific software specifications and will drive the prioritisation of functionalities along
with the duration of the project.

•

WP8, as user requirements will be the initial input and nexus of agreement with the
knowlEdge software instantiation into the use cases of the industrial partners.

•

WP9 on Dissemination and Exploitation, as requirements provide a clearer picture of
the project outputs that will be disseminated and describe the functionality of the final
knowlEdge solution that should be considered when individual and joint exploitation
plans are defined.

The current document presents the methodology used for defining software requirements,
and the best practices followed by partners with the goal to obtain a coherent view.

Figure 1: Main sources of requirements considered in knowlEdge
The current approach is based on the impact mapping approach (Adzic , 2012). Impact
maps identify the main concepts relevant when identifying software requirements that are
(see Figure 2):
•

Why are we building the system?
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•

Who benefits from it?

•

How can the stakeholders achieve their goals?

•

What can the system do to help the stakeholders achieve their goals?

Figure 2: Impact map concepts and relationships
The methodology used for defining the knowlEdge requirements includes all the abovementioned concepts in Figure 2. The approach maps the different customer expectations
and expected impact to knowlEdge functionality. Software requirements are finally assigned
to knowlEdge software components in this document and will be considered in deliverable
“D2.4 Vision, Specifications and System Architecture Initial”, helping the validation and
verification phases in any software development lifecycle.
For gathering requirements, knowlEdge has followed a methodology detailed in Section 1,
divided into elicitation, specification, classification, prioritisation, validation and management
of requirements. All technical partners with effort in the task have been involved, with a
deeper collaboration of the technical partners leading knowlEdge components. The
methodology covers the identification of requirements from the sources already mentioned
(user, platform and market). Finally, cross-validation of the software requirements was done
by the partners with components that interact with other components. For instance, software
requirements addressing data handling and integration that are elicited by WP3 task leaders
are validated by WP4 task leaders, as their machine learning and analytics components are
the consumers of the data that will be handled in WP3. Finally, component leaders approved
the list of requirements assigned to their component.
In the future, knowlEdge technical work packages, namely WP3 to WP7, along with the
pilots in WP8, will be validated against and traced to the software requirements.
The result of the current work is an online living repository that due to the different structure
of the data gathered based on the requirement type, is kept as different sheets in a unique
Excel file reachable in the knowledge website at Deliverables – knowlEdge Project
(knowledge-project.eu). The file is attached to the present document, and explained in
annexes C, D, and E. Annex C is the list of platform requirements, Annex D is the list of
Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.2 - Public
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Parmalat, Kautex and Bonfiglioli User requirements, and annex E is the list of market
requirements. Future subsequent iterations of these documents in D2.2 Evolutionary
Requirement Engineering and Innovations Final version that will be delivered at month 30
will be available at the same links.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of the evolutionary requirement engineering and innovations document is to
provide a repository of software requirements capturing the needs of all knowlEdge
stakeholders as listed in section 1.1. The current document is the updated version of that
software requirement repositories and constitutes a common view and agreement between
the different partners (technical and industrial partners) in their process to define the scope
of what is and what is not knowlEdge and how knowlEdge is going to address the user needs
from the pilots. At the same time, the document provides to the European Commission a
document to clarify expectations and evaluate the functionalities that knowlEdge plans to
provide. Finally, the document is a showcase to other external stakeholders such as EU
funded European projects and other entities with an interest in AI.
In addition to the clarification of a detailed vision of the platform and the work to be done in
the project, software requirements are the backbone to trace and validate user needs into
the development effort done in technical work packages, and as stated, software
requirements are linked to the project’s objectives in an attempt to keep developments linked
to the business impact of knowlEdge.
From a technical point of view, the objective of the document is to provide not only functional
but also non-functional requirements that are as clear as possible and with that purpose,
knowlEdge proposes a set of best practices that were considered by partners when writing
requirements (see Section 2).
Finally, the document has the purpose to provide:
•
•
•

The definition of the methodology used to define the requirements to consider during
the development of the knowlEdge platform
The description of user requirements deduced from the user needs from the different
industrial pilots, technical partners expertise and other market users
The compiled functional and non-functional requirements addressed by the
knowlEdge software components

This second iteration of D2.2. has the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Update user requirements: as WP8 has been working for 9 months and a much
deeper understanding of the scope of the pilots and their needs have been generated.
Update platform requirements: as responsible people of each component have been
working in their components, interacting with other partners a revisit of the platform
requirements in terms of priorities, and scope has been done.
Add non-functional requirements: in this iteration the platform non-functional
requirements related with each component where added.
Create new market requirements: as hinted by D2.2 previous iteration, in this version
we have deduced new requirements in the scope of the knowledge platform from the
analysis of D2.3. Market Radar and technology adaptations updated.
Create a unique repository containing all existing requirements that could be
accessible by any partner.
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The requirements do not only consider the user needs from pilots but also a larger market
of industrial manufacturing companies.
Industrial partner requirements are considered to be of maximum priority as current
industrial partners are the first customers of the knowlEdge platform, and as such, they are
useful to prioritise requirements implementation into knowlEdge components.
The arrangement of workshops to refine and clarify user needs was identified at D2.1 proved
to be a key factor for this report as well. They offered a space where multi-disciplinary wellbalanced teams of people were able to discuss alternative and heterogeneous visions of the
needs and project scope.
This is why the main categories of the knowlEdge consortium members are:
•

User partners from different industrial sectors who provide valuable insights into the
needs of the real industry.

•

Technical partners have considerable experience supporting the technology
manufacturing industry and consulting expertise, which can help with the analysis of
the market alternatives, the usage of innovative solutions.

1.3

Methodology to Produce the Deliverable

There are many methodologies to produce software requirements but all of them have a
common inner set of steps. In the case of knowlEdge, the methodology used is composed
of the following steps:
•

Elicitation: The collection of requirements, which can be done in many different ways.

•

Specification: This is where we translate the requirements into concrete and clear
system behaviours.

•

Classification: Requirements can be classified according to the area of the system
they affect, their complexity level, their risk level, and many other factors.

•

Prioritization: This is usually done according to impact and precedence.

•

Validation: Ensuring that the requirements fulfil a realistic and useful business need.

•

Change Management: Dealing with changes to requirements.

Those steps can be observed in (Figure 3) where input documents and users involved in
them are stated.
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Figure 3: knowlEdge Software Requirements Methodology
The initial work that was done for planning the process was to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the methodology and the initial inputs considered by each type of software
requirement
Determine the type of elicitation to perform for each type requirement type (user,
platform and market) as they differ in nature.
Define the structured information to be captured from each requirement, considering
not only the software aspects but management aspects such as version, leader, etc.
Define the flow of information, where requirements flow from industrial partners and
leading technical partners to workpackage and task leaders (see Figure 4).
Define other aspects like post-processing actions over the elicited requirements
Define requirements’ change management rules

Figure 4: Software elicitation based on typology
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For the second iteration of D2.2.the same methodology for gathering new functional and
non-functional requirements was followed, but an initial validation / revaluation phase of
pre-existing requirements was carried where each component leader should revisit the
requirements associated to his/her component following the next procedure:
•
•
•

Validate that the requirements are still of value to support the goals of the knowledge
project. Those requirements that are no longer applicable were marked as rejected.
Confirm that the priorities are still properly estimated at the light of the work done in
the specific WP3-WP7 technical workpackages and the WP8.
Add comments when requirements have nuances to be discussed in other people

A specific effort in the specification of non-functional requirements was done (see
conclusions and annexes).
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2 Elicitation Activities
The main activity of the requirements development process is about eliciting the
requirements. For this purpose, the methodology defined in Section 1.3 was used to obtain
the specification of requirements, using activities such as user and technical meetings, direct
and indirect observation, analysis of documentation, business, user needs (D2.1), and the
existing products on the market (D2.3).
Several meetings were conducted to establish a consensus view and to point out the
conflicts in defining and measuring functionalities. These meetings helped the customers
and elicitation team to express their views.

2.1

Inputs Analysis

The first stage regarding the preparation for the requirements elicitation was to clearly
identify the relevant inputs to be considered to gather requirements based on their type.
Considering the already identified knowlEdge stakeholders in the DoA and refined in
deliverable D9.5, three main users and their associated sources of requirements were
defined.
The identification of the relevant inputs thus considered separate views of the project,
provided by:
•

Industrial partners: providing direct input of industrial needs within knowlEdge
business value.:
•

•
•
•

knowlEdge Mission and Vision. Important inputs for the development of the project
were the knowlEdge Mission and Vision as stated in the DoA and confirmed by the
know-how of the technical partners. The project mustn't be limited to solve the needs
of the pilots. The project must fit the needs of as many future industrial users as
possible, not only the needs of the industrial pilots. In this category some inputs that
were considered are:
•
•
•

•

Pilot 1: Parmalat
▪ Use Case 1.1: Continuous tracking and data analysis of milk parameters
for process quality management
▪ Use Case 1.2: Fault detection and prediction for increased production
quality and process efficiency
Pilot 2: Kautex
▪ Use Case 2.1: Production optimization for small batch
Pilot 2: Bonfiglioli
▪ Use Case 3.1: AI video analysis assembly supervisor

Partners perspective on knowlEdge objectives, purpose, and mission
Partners perspective on knowlEdge future exploitation
Partners previous expertise in technological industrial implementation of
software solutions related with the knowlEdge areas of interest

Other stakeholders: Other relevant stakeholders are considered of interest, as
knowlEdge is not an isolated initiative and one force of functionality for any product to
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stay competitive is to keep an eye on the competition. With that purpose, D2.3. has been
considered when defining the software requirements.

2.2

Requirement Sources

When performing the requirements elicitation, the team defined the type of each requirement
that was being elicited, which is intrinsically tied to the elicitation phase (see Section 2.1).
These types reflect some of the characteristics that are associated to the requirement and
that are introduced in the subsections below.

2.2.1 User Requirements
The elicitation of the User Requirements was performed starting from D2.1 and validated,
discussed and consolidated through individual workshops with each partner. A list of
requirements was generated based on the description of use cases through their user
needs. Additionally, technical partners derive requirements through questions addressed to
the industrial partners through the appropriate documents provided by task 2.1. Technical
partners leading components revisited the definition of user needs searching for user
requirements that pose functional needs to software components (see Figure 5). A
consolidated version of user requirements was released at annex D.

Figure 5: User Requirements Elicitation Process

2.2.2 Platform requirements
Platform requirements are based on the vision of technical partners, their ideal functional
solution that they expect to implement as part of the vision that they have of the industrial
companies that will be potential customers of the knowlEdge platform. Platform
requirements are based on previous expertise and know-how and represent, from the
technical partners’ point of view, the critical factors that the knowlEdge platform should
consider to provide value to the market.
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Figure 6: Platform requirements elicitation process

2.2.3 Market requirements
Finally, knowlEdge considers itself not in isolation but as part of an ecosystem of European
projects that identify the need for tools powered by AI solutions as a critical factor for
business competitiveness but for realising that vision, there is a need to involved users in a
friendly way with the AI decision process, provide manufacturing partners with advanced
ways of working with analytical tools such as the digital twin or get business processes as
flexible as possible with the help of cloud-fog-edge continuum.
knowlEdge will consider existing approaches to those concerns through D2.3, which
consider topics of relevance in AI, digital twin, cloud-edge computing, and analytic pipelines
from external entities such as the AI4EU initiative.
Through the analysis of D2.3, technical partners will identified market software requirements
to be considered within the scope of the project. This work will be done in M18 iteration of
this document.
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3 Requirements Specification
It is a major concern of the team to make the requirements as standardized as possible in
the same format. However, due to the different nature of user and platform requirements,
the information capture differs. This section describes the structure of the requirements as
considered in knowlEdge. This includes, besides the requirement statement, a set of fields
that are needed for providing additional information to the requirement.

3.1

Platform and Market Requirements Structure

The set of fields that have been considered for the platform requirements are:
•

Requirement Definition:
•

•

RID: Requirement identifier: RQ_<x>_<yyy> (egRQ_6_001) where x is the work
package number that the software requirements apply to and yyy is a sequential
number
•
Source: Type of software requirement (user, platform or market)
•
Requirement Type: Functional or Non-Functional
•
Requirements Description: Description of the requirement
•
User of the functionality: stakeholder requesting that functionality (operator,
manager, IT developer, etc)
•
Project Achievement Indicator: Project achievement indicator the software
requirement has an impact to. The list of project achievement indicators
are taken from the Description of Action document.
•
Task/Component: For each requirement it is specified which knowlEdge
task/component(s) is responsible of satisfying that software requirements
•
Priority: priority that the software requirements will have when developing the
knowlEdge platform based on technical partners opinion
Implementation Information:
•
•
•
•

Author: name and company of the partner that proposed this requirement
Version: If a requirement changes an indicator for version control.
Parent requirement - Requirement identifier of the requirement from which the
current requirement derived,
Validation Status: Determines the status of the elicited requirement, which can
be:
•
•

•

Proposed: Initial proposal for requirement
Approved: Requirement elicited proposal for functionality was validated

Notes: Allowance for further comments

Software requirements were collected using Microsoft Lists ® in the first iteration but (see
Figure 7) but proved to be an inefficient tool for navigating the requirements as many of
the partners were more versed in excel for filtering and managing requirements. This
approach also allowed to highlight with colours and track changes and to gather all the
requirements in a single document.
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Figure 7: knowlEdge repository of software requirements

3.2

User Requirements Structure

The user requirements share many of the fields with the platform requirements but they
introduce and adjust them to their specific purpose. To keep track of software
requirements that validate user needs. The set of fields that have been considered for the
user requirements are:
•

Requirement Definition:
•

•

PILOT ID: Specifies the use case which owns the request if the software
requirement is motivated by a pilot (user)
•
Step: Step within the use case, as described in deliverable 2.1
•
User need: Specific user need in the use case and step that defines what is
needed for knowlEdge to cover in order to provide value. The user need has a
number from 1 to 4 at the end describing its priority in accordance to the user.
•
RID: Requirement identifier: RQ_<x>_<COMPANY>_<yyy>_ (egRQ_6_001)
where x is the work package number that the software requirements apply to
and yyy is a sequential number
•
Source: Type of software requirement (user, platform or market)
•
Requirement Type: Functional or Non-Functional
•
Requirements Description: Description of the requirement
•
Task/Component: For each requirement it is specified which knowlEdge
task/component(s) is responsible of satisfying that software requirements
•
Technical priority: priority that the technical partner gives to covering the
specific user need with its component.
Implementation Information:
•
•
•

Author: name and company of the partner that proposed this requirement
Version: If a requirement changes an indicator for version control.
Validation Status: Determines the status of the elicited requirement, which can
be:
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•
•
•

Proposed: Initial proposal for requirement
Approved: Requirement elicited proposal for functionality was validated

Notes: Allowance for further comments

Software requirements were collected using Microsoft Excel® asking each component
leader to provide how his/her component is affected by the user need and can support that
specific user need. Once each partner provided that input, a consolidation of the different
inputs was done resulting in an integral unified view as shown in (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Parmalat's excerpt of user requirements

3.3

Requirement Granularity

One major concern during requirements’ definition is to define an appropriate level of
granularity. knowlEdge has not limited the expression of requirements in the initial stages of
the elicitation process but has tried to define a hierarchy of requirements when it was
necessary. For that purpose, requirements can be related to other requirements with a
simple “depends on” relationship. The idea is to keep that information stored while being
pragmatic.

3.4

Best practices for Requirements Elicitation

The textual nature of requirements makes defining them a bit of an art. For the knowlEdge
platform and components to be effectively designed, implemented, and measured, the
requirements must be specific, unambiguous, and clear. To achieve that, the following best
practices were considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write simple, clear, and unambiguous statements
Apply proper language according to the requirements level
State dependencies between requirements (different from traceability)
Apply versioning
State source (see Section 1.3)
Prioritise
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4 Requirements Classification and Prioritisation
4.1

Requirements Prioritisation

According to MoSCoW method by Dai Clegg in 1994 (MoSCow,2021), requirements have
different degrees of prioritization. A requirement ranking is delineated by its keyword:
• “Must have” is used to define mandatory requirements.
• “Should have” is used to define important requirements
• “Could have” is used to define desirable requirements
• “Won't have / Would like to have” is used to define requirements that are not
foreseeing to be considered at this stage or that will be discarded.

Figure 9. MoSCoW method (MoSCoW,2021)

4.2

Analysis of the Scope of Requirement Types

The analysis of a business needs to consider multiple disciplines and views over that
business, to be able to correctly capture all the needs that are required. These views on the
business include [ESA95] the following major types of requirements:
•
•

Functional Requirements: A function is a 'defined objective or characteristic action
of a system or component' and a functional requirement 'specifies a function that a
system or system component must be able to perform'
Non-Functional Requirements: Are those requirements that do not directly describe
the functionality of the system, but instead describe concepts that are related to the
characteristics of that system. These include:
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Performance Requirements: Numerical values for measurable variables used
to define a function (eg response time, rate, frequency, capacity, speed, or
accuracy)
Interface requirements: Hardware, software, or database elements that the
system (or system component) must interact or communicate with
Operational requirements: How the system will run (ie when it is to be operated)
and how it will communicate with human operators. Operational requirements
may describe physical aspects of the user interface. Descriptions of the dialogue,
screen layouts, and command language styles are all types of operational
requirements
Resource requirements: The upper limits on physical resources such as
processing power, main memory, disk space etc. They may describe any
requirement that the development or operational environment place upon the
software. A resource requirement should state the facts about the resources, and
not constrain how they are deployed
Verification requirements: Constrain the design of the product. They may do
this by requiring features that facilitate verification of system functions, or by
saying how the product is to be verified
Security requirements: Requirement for securing the system against threats to
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. They should describe the level and
frequency of access allowed to authorised users of the software. If prevention
against unauthorised use is required, the type of unauthorised user should be
described
Portability requirements: How easy it should be to move the software from one
environment to another. Possible computer and operating systems, other than
those of the target system, should be stated
Quality requirements: The attributes of the software that make it fit for its
purpose. The major quality attributes of reliability, maintainability, and safety
should always be stated separately. Where appropriate, software quality
attributes should be specified in measurable terms (ie with the use of metrics)
Software Reliability, Availability and Serviceability: The ability of a system or
component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a
specified period of time even in stress conditions and hardware components
failures
Safety requirements: Specify any requirements to reduce the possibility of
damage that can follow from software failure. Safety requirements may identify
critical functions whose failure may be hazardous to people or property
Backup and recovery requirements: Specify any requirements to reduce the
possibility of data loss that can follow from hardware and/or software failure
Communication requirements: Specify any requirements related to hardware
and software infrastructure needed to assure the data change between different
information systems
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5 Requirements Validation
After the elicitation is performed, an analysis is performed over the large set of requirements
for the knowlEdge platform.
The steps to be considered in the analysis and post-processing phase are:
•
•

•

Identifying inconsistencies, duplicates, and contradictory requirements: After the list of
requirements is captured, work package leaders and other related work package
validate the list of requirements
Analysing and validating the requirements: The final list is then compiled and validated
by the respective user. This means the users have an opportunity at each elicitation
phase to analyse the requirements text, checking if they agree with it and if it is
compliant with their pilots’ constraints and needs
Managing changes: All changes to any requirement must be performed with the
approval of its accountable person and changes must be marked with a version change
for each changed requirement

As the requirements are gathered, they are evaluated and clarified to:
•
•
•

Link requirements to their business impact
Identify conflicting requirements, as soon as possible
Prioritise requirements according to technical difficulty, business impact, pilots needs
and technical urgency
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6 knowlEdge Software Requirements Statistics
From a global perspective, some of the statistics of the requirements gathered are as shown
in Figure 12.
In terms of progression of elicitation of requirements, a comparison is depicted in Figure
10. It can be observed how a clearer picture has been achieved in many components, as
more requirements were gathered (24% more). However, numbers not always represent
the quality of a result. In this case, better description and richer annotations of
requirements and priorisation has been achieved.

Figure 10. Statistics Initial vs Update versions
In terms of functional vs non-functional requirements, the new situation is depicted in Figure
11. Non-functional requirements have evolved from 13% to 26.8%.
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Figure 11. Functional vs Non-Functional Requirements
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Component Name

Task

Component Description

#
plat
for
m

#
PA
R

#
K_T

#
BO
N

#
cas
es

#
mar
ket

Data Collection
Platform

T3.1

This block will collect the
data from the shopfloors of
the different pilots and make
them available for
processing at the upper
layers of the knowlEdge
platform, using a uniform
data model.

14

23

16

10

49

1

Data Quality Assurance

T3.2

This block will perform data
quality assessment
providing structures,
modules and algorithms
dedicated to this.

3

13

0

2

15

1

Historical Data Storage
Service

T3.3

A scalable time series data
storage service responsible
for storing the IoT data
across the Edge and the
Cloud, orchestration and
access control

6

2

6

3

11

1

Real-Time Brokering

T3.3

A high performance
message broker facilitating
failure free data propagation
across different services in
edge and cloud

6

2

2

1

5

0

Knowledge Discovery
Engine

T4.1

Data exploration tool used
by other components to
retrieve characteristic
knowledge based on
selected tasks

5

5

3

1

9

0

AI Model Generation

T4.2

Automated continuous
process of model training
and testing based on
synthetic datasets

8

3

5

3

11

1

Edge Embedded AI Kit

T4.2

Edge-ready lightweight
module for execution of
model inference and finetuning

2

0

1

5

6

0

HP AI Bootstrapping

T4.3

AI algorithms automated
execution in HPC/Cloud
with embedded trace-based
performance analysis

3

0

0

0

0

0

Processing & Learning
Orchestration

T4.4

Component in charge of
fetching and orchestrating
the AI models from T4.1
and T4.2

8

0

3

0

3

0
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Overall Monitoring

T4.4

Main access point to all the
services provided by the
monitoring API, composed
by several subcomponents
at different levels

3

1

2

1

4

1

Knowledge
Management and
Repository

T5.1
and
T5.2

Knowledge management
infrastructure and
repository will deal with the
research and development
of a distributed
infrastructure and technical
means in order
to ensure efficient manage
ment and access of
information and knowledge

6

2

0

0

2

0

Knowledge Marketplace

T5.3

This component will provide
an interface for the
presentation of AI models'
descriptions and metadata
available from T5.1.
Furthermore, the interface
should provide further
functionalities such as user
profiles and their
management, search
capabilities, rating and
feedback mechanisms etc.

19

0

0

0

0

0

Digital Twin

T6.2

Digital twin is a digital
counterpart representation
of a physical object, which
accurately mirrors the
current state of its
corresponding physical twin.
The digital twin will simulate
the behaviour of the
manufacturing processes
based on simulators and AI
algorithms and will provide
results in 2D and 3D
dashboards

22

11

8

1

20

0

Communication and
Security Framework

T6.3

This component provides a
single sing on mechanism

12

0

0

0

0

0

Deployment System

T6.4

The server-side
components of a
configuration management
system for edge
applications. This
component enables users to
deploy software on remote
edge devices, providing
utilities to support bulk
deployments, remote
command execution, and
deployment monitoring.

10

0

0

0

0

0
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Human-AI collaboration
& Domain Knowledge
Fusion

T7.1

This component will offer an
interface for domain experts
to interact with AI model,
domain ontology,
configuration. By doing so, it
enables the domain experts
(or machine operators)
enter ground truth,
configuration adaptation,
model selection, and
ontology enrichment.

9

0

0

0

0

1

DSS

T7.2
and
T7.3

Dynamic and interactive
dashboard composed of
several topics, such as
machine use (highlight the
key elements of its activity),
alerts in order to identify
areas where a fault or
malfunction occurs and
management info
(maintenance time,
operational costs, machine
performance, etc.) as
measured by key indicators

25

28

38

20

86

0

Generic

Gener
ic

3

0

0

0

0

2

164

90

84

47

221

8

Figure 12. knowlEdge Software Requirements Statistics
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7 Conclusions
This document presents the work done at T2.2 in identifying, gathering, categorising,
prioritising and validating knowlEdge software requirements. Software requirements
represent functional and non-functional expectations of the different stakeholders (current
and future) of the knowlEdge platform and as such should be aligned with a knowlEdge
business proposal.
The document has introduced the stakeholders that are relevant and their associated
software requirements. Three types of requirements were identified: user requirements,
platform requirements and market requirements. The reader should not misunderstand the
naming with the nature of the requirement, as all software requirements are requirements
impacting the knowlEdge platform to support a user. Therefore, the type of the requirement
expresses the source or motivator of that requirement. That way, User requirements are
software requirements motivated by user needs from industrial pilots, and platform
requirements are software requirements provided by technical partners to increase the
impact of knowlEdge in manufacturing companies. Finally, market requirements are
requirements deduced from D2.3 Market Radar on relevant topics in the area of expertise
of knowlEdge.
This document has also explained the methodology, sources used for identifying
requirements and the structure of the requirements captured. In terms of methodology, our
approach has strengthened the common understanding that technical partners have of the
knowlEdge common platform through the platform requirements, and how knowlEdge
provides value to the pilots through the user requirements. Meeting among technical
partners and workshops with industrial partners were of value as ideas were openly shared.
The result of the work is over 161 platform requirements, 40 of which are new and mainly
non-functional requirements. From those 161 platform requirements, 134 requirements are
already approved and just 27 are in proposal phase. 28% of the 161 platform requirements
are non-functional requirements. In terms of user requirements, there are 221 of them being
90 of them user requirements from Parmalat, 84 from Kautex and 47 from Bonfiglioli. For
this iteration only 4 user requirements were rejected as proved to be not applicable and not
relevant for the knowlEdge platform. 95% of the total amount of those requirements are
functional requirements as many of the non-functional requirements were identified already
in the platform requirement section. Finally, in this iteration of the deliverable we extracted
8 general market requirements that are more on a foundational level.
This document and the corresponding annexes are a core input to WP3 to WP7 software
component work packages (actually already in usage to those that technical work package
that already started) and to WP8 industrial pilot implementation workpackage. As such, the
requirements are a snapshot of the knowlEdge intention, but software products are living
entities that change and evolve to adapt to stakeholders needs and upcoming versions of
the document will update on changes in those software requirements under WP3-WP8
scrutiny/work.
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Annex A: History
Document History
Versions

Contributions

• 0.1 Initial version of the document
• 0.2 Generation of the consolidated annexes with the platform and user
requirements was done
• 0.3 Refinement of the document and writing conclusions
• 0.4 CERTH peer review
• 0.5 ready for second review version of the document
• 0.6 VTT review
• 1.0 final version of the document (ready for EU commission)
• 1.1 document updated with new content for M18-updated release.
• 1.2 document added comments from CERTH peer review
• Direct input of all technical partners
• Indirect input of all industrial partners through workshops, mails,
validations, etc
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Annex B: References
To achieve the results on this deliverable, the team made use of several best practices,
mostly from:
•

Heath, F. (2020). Managing Software Requirements the Agile Way: Bridge the gap
between software requirements and executable specifications to deliver successful
projects. Packt Publishing Ltd.

•

Adzic, G., & Bisset, M. (2012). Impact Mapping: Making a big impact with software
products and projects. Provoking Thoughts Limited.

•

ESA95 (1995) European Space Agency’s Guide for Software Requirements Definition

•

MoSCoW Method (2021). https://buscreative.blogspot.com/2020/10/task-prioritisationhack-using-moscow.html. Last accessed on June 2021. Actually, the method was
developed by Dai Clegg of Oracle UK in 1994 but no original document was found to
be referenceable.
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Annex C: knowlEdge Platform Requirements
For purpose of submitting the knowlEdge Platform Requirements, the current document provides list of platform requirements as
July of 2022.
However, software requirements are live entities in any software development project. They evolve, update, adapt to new conditions
and the evolution of the project itself. New requirements appear and a few prove to be not applicable instead. For this reason, up-todate version of requirements can be found at http://www.knowledge-project.eu/requirements. The document is marked as public
and available to all.
RID

Requirement Description

User

RQ_3_001

Requirement
Type
Functional

The Edge Platform will support MQTT,
OPCUA and REST as data collection protocol

Operator

RQ_3_002

Functional

Operator

RQ_3_003

Functional

RQ_3_004

Functional

RQ_3_005

Functional

The Plaform will provide the possibility to
store data at the distribute edge
components, based on its computing and
storage capability
The Platform will provide the possibility to
export the telemetries from the Edge to the
Fog/Cloud
The Platform will provide the possibility to
stream Real-Time the sensor values from the
Edge to the FOG/Cloud
The Platform will provide the possibility to
perform Real-Time Analysis to the data at the
Edge Level

RQ_3_006

Functional

The Platform will abstract the data coming
from the sensor

Operator

RQ_3_007

Functional

The Platorfm will perform Data Virtualization
when the data will be read from the sensors

Operator

RQ_3_008

Functional

The Cloud Platform will be able to collect a
huge amount of data coming from Edge/FOG

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator
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Project Achivement
Indicator
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Reduction of
computational burden and
costs"]
["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools

Task / Component
T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Final
Priority
Must

version

Status
2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_3_009

Functional

The platform will provide the possibilitiy to
visualize the stored and Real Time data
collected from the sensors

Operator

RQ_3_010

Functional

Operator

RQ_3_011

Functional

The knowlEdge data adquisition component
must support the integration (read/write)
with/to excel as customer sales used for
production schedulling are provided using
excel
Data Integration component must support
reading data from MySQL server databases

RQ_3_012

Functional

knowlEdge data adquisition must support the
integration with thingworx (OPC UA, MQTT,
ALWAYSON)

Operator

RQ_3_013

Functional

Operator

RQ_3_014

Functional

RQ_3_015

Functional

knowlEdge Data Model will provice
production concepts support production
schedulling problems (such as machines,
products, subcomponents, quantity, delivery
time, production time), logistics(stock, stock
type, quantity, repurchase level),
logistics_distribution (trucks, loads, etc) order
concepts (customer, order, quantity, delivery
date, purchase date, etc)
knowlEdge Data Integration will support pull
and push data mechanism. Push being for
example MQTT or REST API, where the device
or a controller pushes information into the
knowlEdge platform through those services.
Pull when the data integration has a
background process that does polling of data
every X second/minutes
The Platform will perform data quality
assessment providing structures, modules
and algorithms dedicated to this.

for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation"]

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Approved

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed

["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Improvement of
production planning and
execution in increase by
40-60%","Expected overall
processs optimisation: 4060%"]

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed

Operator

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T3.1. Data Integration
& Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed

software developer

["Quality of data
improvement"]

T3.2 Data Quality
Assurance

Must

Operator
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RQ_3_016

Functional

RQ_3_017

Functional

RQ_3_018

Functional

RQ_3_019

The platform will ensure privacy and
confidentiality of the data by masking the
personal information of the shop floor
operators
knowlEdge must develop tools for semiautomatic data preparation (data cleaning,
data anonimisation, EDA, anomaly detection,
etc) that are easy to use (no data science
needed)
The platform will provide the possibility to
store the historical data at the factory
premises for on-site visualization and data
mining purposes

software developer

["Quality of data
improvement"]

T3.2 Data Quality
Assurance

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Quality of data
improvement"]

T3.2 Data Quality
Assurance

Must

2

Proposed

Operator

T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service

Must

2.1

Approved

Nonfunctional

The storage and the messaging components
shall have low footprint on processing,
storage requirements and latency

Operator

T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service & RealTime Brokering

Must

2

Approved

RQ_3_020

Functional

knowlEdge local storage will support
transactional data, videos, files such as excel
files and images

Operator

T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service & RealTime Brokering

Must

2.1

Proposed

RQ_3_021

Functional

The platform will provide a messaging
mechanism to ensure a failure-free data
propagation across the nodes at the edge,
fog, and the cloud.

Operator

["Development costs
reduction for data
exploration","Reduction of
computational burden and
costs","Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems","Develop
database technologies for
scalable and semantic
knowledge access"]
["Develop and investigate
methods for efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Develop a
decentralize knowledge
marketplace
platform","Quality of data
improvement"]

T3.3 Real-Time
Brokering

Must

2

Approved

RQ_3_022

Nonfunctional

Operator

2

Proposed

Functional

Must

2

Proposed

RQ_3_024

NonFunctional

Should

2

Proposed

RQ_4_001

Functional

T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service & RealTime Brokering
T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service & RealTime Brokering
T3.3 Historical Data
Storage Service & RealTime Brokering
T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

Must

RQ_3_023

Provide dedicate HDS instance for the
Knowledge Repository in the cloud
(Knowledge management Layer)
Provide means to extract subset of data from
the edge HDS and upload it to the Knowledge
Repository HDS instance.
The platform shall be able to encrypt data
when stored, even when data is stored in
distributed environments.
The platform must be able to perform
automated data exploration and clustering

Must

2

Approved

Operator

Software developer

["Development of the
KnowlEdge Platform"]

software developer

["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
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RQ_4_002

Functional

The platform must be able to automatically
perform feature engineering for various data
sources

software developer

RQ_4_003

Functional

The platform must be able to perform
automated data structure discovery and
(non-semantic) labeling for timeseries data

software developer

RQ_4_004

Functional

Models for Knowledge Discovery will be
provided in an interoperable format in order
to foster reusability via the Knowledge
Repository (T5.1 / T5.2)

software developer

RQ_4_005

Functional

Operator

RQ_4_006

Functional

knowlEdge will provide feedback to the
users, about the results of the inferences of
the AI models trained in the platform, and in
the form of human-interpretable
explanations
The platform must have an initial set of AI
resources (inc. datasets and models) that
cover a wide range of generic target
problems

Operator
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preparation","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data","Quality of data
improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality of
data improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality of
data improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools for
semi-automatic data
preparation","Quality of
data improvement"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Develop tools for
the automatic generations
of AI models so as to
reduce the existence of
high skilled data
scientists","Amount of

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

Must

2

Approved

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

Must

2

Approved

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

Must

2

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved
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RQ_4_007

Functional

The platform must find, for a specific dataset
and target, a set of proposals for models to
apply balancing expected performance and
computational cost

Operator

RQ_4_008

Functional

software developer

RQ_4_009

Functional

RQ_4_010

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms for identifying production defects
from live videos
knowlEdge will provide models based on a
wide range of AI algorithms such as artificial
neural networks, fuzzy logic, classifiers, casebased reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning
knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms for identifying production defects
from static images

RQ_4_011

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models based on AI
algorithms capable of customer demand
prediction and forecasting

software developer

RQ_4_012

Functional

software developer

RQ_4_013

Functional

knowlEdge will provide models capable of
doing inference from different types of data,
including visual data, transactions data,
events data and time series
The platform must have a pipeline for the
continuous improvement of models based on
the feedback and the performance of the
models in the marketplace

RQ_4_014

Functional

Generated AI Models will be provided in an
interoperable format in order to foster
reusability via the Knowledge Repository
(T5.1 / T5.2)

software developer

software developer

software developer

software developer
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data prepared for experts
(semi-)automatically and
no. of models generated"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts (semi)automatically and no. of
models generated"]
["Quality of data
improvement"]
["Development tools for
semi-automatic data
preparationof an
explainable AI system"]
["Develop and investigate
methods for efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop and investigate
methods for efficient and
explainable knowledge
extraction"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts (semi)automatically and no. of
models generated"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts (semi-

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. Edge Embedded
AI Kit

Must

1

Approved

T4.2. Edge Embedded
AI Kit

Must

1

Approved
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RQ_4_015

Functional

RQ_4_016

Functional

RQ_4_017

Functional

RQ_4_018

Functional

RQ_4_019

Functional

RQ_4_020

RQ_4_021

The platform will incorporate policies for
running the AI models in an efficient manner,
in both a HPC or cloud environment
The platform must guide users in how to
produce AI models that will run in an efficient
manner in HPC or cloud environments

manufactring IT
personnel

knowlEdge will enable AI models or
applications to adapt, scale and utilize
resources in the fog environment by
leveraging container technologies currently
used on the Cloud, e.g., Kubernetes, Docker
Swarm
The platform will allow a real time
assessment of the performance of the AI
models
The system is able to monitor available
resources in the computing continuum and
enables frictionless resource allocation.

software developer

Functional

The platform will allow to use on-demand
computing resources to deploy and run AI
models

manufactring IT
personnel

Functional

The platform will allow users to compare the
best performing AI models in production
scenarios and to understand the differences
between the models

Operator

software developer

)automatically and no. of
models generated"]
["Reduction of
computational burden and
costs"]
["Cost reduction in the
development of
systems","Development
costs reduction for data
exploration","Reduction of
computational burden and
costs","Define standards,
protocols and regulations
regarding functionalities of
knowledge marketplace
platform"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

2

Approved

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

2

Approved

T4.3. HP AI
Bootstrapping

Must

2

Proposed

software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T4.4. Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Reduction of
computational burden and
costs"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Develop and
investigate methods for
efficient and explainable
knowledge
extraction","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,

T4.4. Overall
Monitoring

Must

2

Approved

T4.4. Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved

T4.4. Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_4_022

Functional

The System must be able to manage and
deliver machine learning models on all levels
of the computing continuum.

Operator

RQ_4_023

Functional

Reused models from the Knowledge
Repository (T5.1 / T5.2) and freshly trained
ones are required to be treated in equally in
model execution.

software developer

RQ_4_024

NonFunctional

The Processing and Learning Orchestration
component should support different system
architectures

Operator

RQ_4_025

NonFunctional

The metrics exposed by the Overall
Monitoring component should be easily
understandable by the user

Operator

RQ_4_026

NonFunctional

The Processing and Learning Orchestration
component should be able to work in a
network environment where internet is not
reachable

Operator

RQ_4_027

NonFunctional

The metrics exposed by the Overall
Monitoring component should preserve
privacy in case of shared infrastructure

Operator

RQ_4_028

NonFunctional

The Processing and Learning Orchestration
component should avoid overloading the
machines on which the models are deployed

Operator
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planning and analysing
data"]
["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing
data","Amount of data
prepared for experts (semi)automatically and no. of
models generated"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

T4.4. Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

T4.4. Processing &
Learning Orchestration

2

Approved

2

Approved

T4.4 Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved

T4.4 Overall Monitoring

Must

2

Approved

T4.4 Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved

T4.4 Overall Monitoring

Must

2

Approved

T4.4 Processing &
Learning Orchestration

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_4_029

Functional

The platform must be able to perform
outlier/anomaly detection for various data
types to verify correct behaviors and identify
potential errors

software developer

RQ_5_001

Functional

Machine learning models need to be
serializable and an adequate description
framework needs to be provided.

Operator

RQ_5_002

Functional

software developer

RQ_5_003

Functional

RQ_5_004

Functional

knowlEdge repository will provide a well
define taxonomy and templates to categorise
algorithms, along with searching functionality
for consumers to find the intended
knowledge
The platform must provide processes to be
demonstrated. Demontrstors planning,
preparation, implementation and evaluation
will be based on a defined standard process
and structured framework to be executed
systematically and iteratively. Definition of
demonstration processess.
The interoperable standard format used for
describing AI models should be based on a
given standard like PMML or ONNX.

RQ_5_005

Functional

knowlEdge Repository must be able
to store AI Models and corresponding
information and metadata

software developer

RQ_5_006

Functional

knowlEdge Repository supports search
functionalities to retrieve AI Models and
corresponding information and metadata

software developer

RQ_5_007

Functional

Developer

RQ_5_008

Non
Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will enable the
direct knowledge sharing among
stakeholders
The knowlEdge Marketplace will provide user
friendly and easy to use interfaces

RQ_5_009

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
display AI Models information and metadata
coming from knowlEdge Repository

Developer

["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation","Provide AI
tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data","Quality of data
improvement"]
["Develop database
technologies for scalable
and semantic knowledge
access"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

Must

2

Approved

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Approved

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Proposed

Operator

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Approved

software developer

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Approved

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Approved

T5.1, T5.2. Knowledge
Management and
Repository

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

Developer
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RQ_5_010

Functional

RQ_5_011

NonFunctional

RQ_5_012

Functional

RQ_5_013

Functional

RQ_5_014

Functional

RQ_5_015

Non
Functional

RQ_5_016

Functional

RQ_5_017

Functional

RQ_5_018

Functional

RQ_5_019

Functional

RQ_5_020

Functional

RQ_5_021

Non
Functional

RQ_5_022

Functional

RQ_5_023

Functional

The knowlEdge Marketplace will support
advanced search functionalities based on
various filters, parameters and options
The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
quick response (a few seconds) to user's
actions and high performance (some
seconds) on search and upload/download
functionalities
The knowlEdge Marketplace must support
multi-users profiles and secure login
functionalities
The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
mechanisms to upload/download AI Models
to/from knowlEdge repositories
The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
feedback and rating mechanisms for the AI
Models were exchanged over it
The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
handle personal and sensitive data with full
confidentiality and security
The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
subscription mechanism for customers/users
in order to receive notifications about
specific topics/solutions
The knowlEdge Marketplace would provide
recommendation mechanisms for relevant
models, datasets, solutions and knowledge
knowlEdge marketplace must provide a
taxonomy to do search of proper algorithms
or datasets
knowlEdge marketplace must provide welldefined templates for categorising ai apps
offered
knowlEdge marketplace would provide
mecahnism for purchasing AI models for a
fee or free
The knowlEdge Marketplace must be able to
model AI models as marketplace products, as
well as provide means of monetizing
The knowlEdge Marketplace should provide
ownership to model owners, as well as
transfer of ownership if needed.
The knowlEdge Marketplace must provide a
simple way of inserting and/or removing AI
models and marketplace currency

Developer

Developer

Developer

Developer

Developer

Developer

Developer

Developer

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator
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[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Approved

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Should

2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

2

Proposed
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RQ_5_024

Functional

RQ_5_025

Functional

RQ_6_001

Functional

RQ_6_002

Functional

RQ_6_003

NonFuntional

RQ_6_004

Functional

RQ_6_005

[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
[“Develop a decentralized
knowledge marketplace
platform”]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Cost reduction in
the development of
systems"]

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

manufactring IT
personnel

manufactring IT
personnel

The knowlEdge Marketplace should check for
any inserted data and allow insertion in case
all neccessary information are present.
The knowlEdge Marketplace must safeguard
the integrity of the models, as well as the
transactions between marketplace users.
knowlEdge must support the connection of
the digital twin to the knowlEdge AI module,
as some AI algorithms can benefit from the
simulation capabilities of the digital-twin to
validate their validity in a simulated
environment and some simulation can
execute certain steps of their simulation with
the help of results computed by and AI
algorithm
knowlEdge digital twin must provide a range
of pluggable event-based simulation services
that can be run on data captured from
sensors and provided to the digital twin
through the knowlEdge Data Component
knowlEdge must provide the possibility to
operators and manufacturing IT personnel to
define simulation models through python
based language
An operator can define a 3D representation
of his/her plant that shows the simulation
process executed in the digital twin

Developer

Functional

The operator / IT personnel can search
available models from a list of available ones
and select which one is most suitable for him.
A user-friendly taxonomy is necesarry with
that purpose.

Operator

RQ_6_006

Functional

Operator

RQ_6_007

Functional

Operators and Managers can get operational
information from the simulation in a proper
dashboard, showing charts. This dashboard is
complementary to the knowlEdge DSS
component that shows realtime and tactic
reports.
The digital twin will support mqtt
communication with the knowlEdge Data
module to gather sensors data

Developer

Operator

Operator

software developer
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2

Proposed

T5.3 knowlEdge
Marketplace

Must

3

Proposed

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Develop tools for semiautomatic data
preparation","Provide AI

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Should

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Should

2

Approved
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RQ_6_008

Functional

RQ_6_009

Functional

RQ_6_010

Functional

RQ_6_011

Functional

RQ_6_012

Functional

RQ_6_013

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_014

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_015

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_016

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_017

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_018

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_019

Nonfunctional

Modelling activities will be based on
identified target manufacturing processes
and specified problem settings by following a
standard process for the implementation.
Data analys and subsequent Digital Twin
implementations will be based on identified
available data of the target manufacturing
processes.
The production schedulled computed by the
digital twin must differentiate between the
different departments (logistics, production,
etc)
The platform must provide technical and
fuctional description of processess to be
demonstrated. Description of processess to
be demonstrated.
The platform must provide technical and
fuctional description of components to be
demonstrated. Description of components to
be demonstrated.
All components and users are only given the
priviledges they need for their assigned tasks.
(Least priviledge principle)
All componenets and user shall only receive
information which they need for their
assigned task. (Need to know Principle)
The source of information needs to be
verifiable by users and components.

Operator

All components and users need to be able to
verify the authenticity of sensitive
information.
All components must be able to handle
failures and be able to recover into a
productive state.
All componenets need to be able to protect
sensible information from unauthorized
access.
Failures in any component must not affect
others systems (production, office, cloud
provider)

tools for reasoning,
learning, remembering,
planning and analysing
data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Operator

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Developer/Operator/I
t personal

["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

Developer/Operator/I
t personal

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

1

Approved

software developer

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework
T6.3 Communication
and Security
Framework

Must

1

Approved

Operator
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RQ_6_020

Functional

RQ_6_021

Functional

RQ_6_022

Functional

RQ_6_023

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_024

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_025

Functional

RQ_6_026

Functional

RQ_6_027

Functional

RQ_6_028

Nonfunctional

RQ_6_029
RQ_6_030

Nonfunctional
Functional

RQ_6_031

Functional

The deployment agents must allow remote
control to system administrators via the
central deployment manager (running in the
cloud) to enable artifact and configuration
deployment on distributed target hosts
The deployment manager must register
deployment agents running on target hosts
after authentication and authorization
The deployment manager must provide
interfaces to manage the deployment of
software artifacts and configurations on
target hosts
The communication between deployment
manager and deployment agents must be
authenticated, authorized, and encrypted.
System administrators access to the
deployment manager and targeted hosts
must be authenticated, authorized, and
encrypted.
The deployment agent must support
deployments on target hosts with an up to
date Linux, Windows, or macOS operating
system
The deployment manager must provide the
status of individual deployments
The deployment manager should integrate
with the code repositories and allow
automatic deployment as part of a CI/CD
pipeline
The deployment manager should provide the
deployment status and progress in a usable
and scalable manner
The deployment agent should minimize its
resources footprint on the target host
The platform must desribe the integrations of
components. System integration and
interfaces for the pilot implementations will
be based on a specific integration plan.
Description of component integrations.
The digital twin should provide mechanisms
to schedule simulations that mimic the
behaviour that happens in discrete moments
of times on physical assets and processes of a
company

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager &
Deployment Agent

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager &
Deployment Agent
T6.4 Deployment
Manager

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment Agent

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel
manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]
["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager
T6.4 Deployment
Manager

Must

2

Approved

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]

T6.4 Deployment
Manager

Must

2

Approved

manufacturing IT
personnel
Operator

["Cost reduction in the
development of systems"]
["Provide AI tools for
reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

T6.4 Deployment Agent

Must

2

Approved

T6.5 Integration

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_6_032

Functional

RQ_6_033

Functional

RQ_6_034

NonFunctional

RQ_6_035

NonFunctional

RQ_6_036

NonFunctional
NonFunctional
NonFunctional

RQ_6_037
RQ_6_038

RQ_6_039

NonFunctional

RQ_6_040

NonFunctional

RQ_6_041

NonFunctional

RQ_6_042

NonFunctional

The digital twin will provide at least one
algorithm that can generate synthetic data
based on datasets in order to support the
training of AI algorithms when not enough
data is available
The digital twin will provide a DES simulator
of manufacturing processes that can be used
for simulation the execution of schedules on
environments of uncertainty
The digital twin should provide
authentication mechanism that will limit the
amount of users that can access to the digital
twin functionality. A potential integration
with the security component will be provided
The digital twin will enforce the security
policies provided by the security policies
component in order to security the data
communication transmission between
components
The digital twin should be deployable at the
cloud and at the edge
The digital twin should be scalable to
accomodate workload peeks
The digital twin should purpose the easiness
of modeling the different aspects of a digital
thing through visual rich interfaces and link
information
The digital twin should enforce the
asynchronous execution of simulations in
cases where performance responsiveness is
needed, providing asynchronous rest api for
the simulation manager
The digital twin should enforce
responsiveness of the data through event
reaction mechanisms
The integration of the identity provider into
the existing company IT infrastructure should
be as unproblamatic as possible to reduce
the potential for misconfguration and stale
configurations
The Policy manager should be able to work
with existing credentials for machines and
components which are already used inside
the company

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Software developer

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T6.2. Digital Twin

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Faliure reduction in the
Deployment and Operation
of the KnowlEdge
Platform"]

T6.3 / Identity provider

Should

2

Approved

Software developer

["Faliure reduction in the
Deployment and Operation
of the KnowlEdge
Platform"]

T6.3 / Policy Manager

Should

2

Approved

Software developer
Software developer
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RQ_6_043

NonFunctional

RQ_6_044

NonFunctional

RQ_6_045

NonFunctional

RQ_7_001

Functional

RQ_7_002

Functional

RQ_7_003

Functional

RQ_7_004

Functional

RQ_7_005

Functional

RQ_7_006

Functional

RQ_7_007

Functional

The platform shall be inaccessible to
unauthorised users so that they cannot
access data either intentionally or
accidentally.
The platform shall be able to employ
HTTPS connections between all backend
components and external systems.
The platform shall be able to incorporate
multifactor authenticationcontrols for
sensitive features and session expiration
AI-Human component should show the
inners of the prediction of product quality
based on the process parameters that has a
bigger impact on it
Allow for knowledge injection or
augmentation by domain experts, using usercentered design interfaces
The knowlEdge DSS must allow defining limit
values associated to KPIs so alarms are
thrown
The DSS must support a manufacturing
dashboard with KPIs of both efficiency (OEE,
MME) and process (material scraps, finished
product losses, etc.)â€‹

Software developer

["Development of the
KnowlEdge Platform"]

T6.3 / Identity provider

Should

2

Proposed

Software developer

["Development of the
KnowlEdge Platform"]

T6.3 / Policy Manager

Should

2

Proposed

Software developer

["Development of the
KnowlEdge Platform"]

T6.3 / Identity provider

Should

2

Proposed

software developer

["Improvement of product
quality increased by 80%"]

T7.1. Human-AI
collaboration & Domain
Knowledge Fusion

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T7.1. Human-AI
collaboration & Domain
Knowledge Fusion
T7.2 KPIs Extraction &
Users' Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

Plant Manager

T7.2 KPIs Extraction &
Users' Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

The knowlEdge DSS will provide an internal
separation of KPIs to product-level and
process-level
DSS must support some traceability related
dashboards for automatic traceability of the
finished product, from the arrival of the raw
material to the distribution of the vehicles
with additional data sets: transfer times,
quantities produced, load assortment and
destination of the shipped references to the
customer.â€‹
knowlEdge DSS must support ready to use
reports that support (i)product quality, and
(ii) process quality (OEE, machine
conditioning, etc)

Developer

["Development of an
explainable AI
system","Improvement of
production planning and
execution in increase by
40-60%","Improvement of
product quality increased
by 10-40%","Expected
overall process
optimization: 40-60%"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T7.2 KPIs Extraction &
Users' Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

Operator

["Amount of data prepared
for experts (semi)automatically and no. of
models generated"]

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_7_008

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to issue
warnings or alerts where needed

Developer

RQ_7_009

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to recognise
accumulated defects so that autonomous
RCA is performed

Developer

RQ_7_010

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be flexible enough to
move from high level reports all the way
down to the details

Operator

RQ_7_011

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will be able to interpret
the AI methods and techniques, so as to
compare different models and architectures

Developer

RQ_7_012

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to utilize
data from the distribute edge components,
as well as the different AI models available

Developer

RQ_7_013

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS will be easy to use from
people without advanced computer
knowledge

Operator

RQ_7_014

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to improve
its decision making based on the feedback
and the performance of models at the
marketplace

Developer

RQ_7_015

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will provide users an
innovative decision making interface with
dynamic and interactive dashboards,fering

Operator

Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.2 - Public

["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved
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real-time, granular and comprehensive
insights with business-specific metrics,
correlations of real-time and historical data
flows and proactive response to emerging
trends
The knowlEdge DSS must provide state-ofthe-art visualizations tailored to the needs of
the end-users

for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]

RQ_7_016

Functional

RQ_7_017

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will connect to the Digital
Twin

Developer

RQ_7_018

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to get input
both from live and historical data as well as
support data input in order to support use
cases more adequately

Operator

RQ_7_019

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to handle
personal and sensitive data with full
confidentiality and security

Developer

RQ_7_020

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to manage
the wide variety of data from multiple
sources, with a full range of data
management functions

Developer

RQ_7_021

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be reusable and
shareable

Developer

RQ_7_022

Functional

knowlEdge Dashboards must provide linked
information so that root-cause analysis
assotiated to KPIs out-of-bound and other
anomalies are traced

Operator

Operator
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["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI system"]

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved
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RQ_7_023

Functional

The knowlEdge Decision Support System
(DSS) will be a hybrid model, both datadriven, so as to manipulate and analyze time
series and model driven so as to manipulate
statistical models

Developer

RQ_7_024

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be able to support
the user in a wide variety of decision making
processes but not be dependent on one (by
using a model from the available ones in the
marketplace)

Developer

RQ_7_025

Nonfunctional

The knowlEdge DSS must have an initial set
of AI resources (inc. datasets and models)
that cover a wide range of generic target
problems

Developer

RQ_7_026

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS will mimic human
cognitive capabilities and will employ AI tools
for reasoning,learning, remembering,
planning and analyzing data

Developer

RQ_7_027

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS must be constantly
adapting to new data and circumstances

Developer

RQ_7_028

Functional

Operator

RQ_7_029

Functional

Operator

Selection of AI model

RQ_7_030

Functional

Operator

RQ_7_031

Functional

RQ_7_032

NonFunctional

Selection and tuning of
params
Matching best model for
given data
full integration with
knowlEdge components

RQ_7_033

NonFunctional

Human-AI collaboration must enable domain
expert to communcate with the platform
Platform should provide means to select
available AI models
Platform should provide way to select and
tune model parameters
Platform should accept data and suggest
matching AI model
Human-AI collaboration must interoperate
with other components: HDS, Knowledge
Discovery Engline, Knowledge Management
and Repository, DSS
Human-AI collaboration must be scalable

["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
["Development of an
explainable AI
system"]["Provide AI tools
for reasoning, learning,
remembering, planning
and analysing data"]
Interface to UI

Operator
software developer

software developer
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passign stress test

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

T7.3 Decision Support
System, T7.2 KPIs
Extraction & Users'
Rules Backend

Must

2

Approved

T7.1 Human-AI
Collaboration
T7.1 Domain
knowledge fusion
T7.1 Domain
knowledge fusion
T7.1 Domain
knowledge fusion
T7.1 Human-AI
Collaboration

Must

2

Approved

Must

2

Approved

Must

2

Approved

Must

2

Approved

Must

2

Approved

T7.1 Human-AI
Collaboration

Should

2

Approved
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RQ_7_034

NonFunctional

Human-AI and domain knowledge fusion
must be performed in a reasonable response
time

Operator

Evolutionary Requirement Engineering and Innovations - Vs: 1.2 - Public

response time after stress
test

T7.1 Human-AI
Collaboration
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Annex D: knowlEdge User Requirements
For purpose of submitting the knowlEdge Platform Requirements, the current document provides list of platform requirements as
July of 2022.
However, software requirements are live entities in any software development project. They evolve, update, adapt to new conditions
and the evolution of the project itself. New requirements appear and a few prove to be not applicable. For this reason, up-to-date
version of requirements can be reached at http://www.knowledge-project.eu/requirements. The document is marked as public and
available to all.

Parmalt’s User Requirements
RID

Requirement
Type

Requirement
Description

Component

User need

Technical
Priority

versi
on

Status

RQ_8_PARMALAT_001

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
orders from the
Parmalat shopfloor
(order management
platform?) and read
the information
related to
aggregation criteria
to be used for order
classification
(specific parameters
to be clarified)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN64.The user needs to know if there are
orders incoming in order to aggregate them
by an item code and send them to the
factory and third parts.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_002

Functional

The system needs to
offer the possibility
to forecast sales of
incoming orders

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

UN65.The user needs to know the
forecasting of the attempted sales of
incoming orders in order to plan sales and
distribution.

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_PARMALAT_003

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in the
continuum) of

T4.2. AI Model
Generation
and Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

·UN7 The user needs calculation tools in
order to analyze data and to generate
reports for overviewing the KPIs. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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predictive models for
forecasting
·UN8 The user needs to be up to date on
trends and problems in order to continue
with the production status analysis. (2)
UN65.The user needs to know the
forecasting of the attempted sales of
incoming orders in order to plan sales and
distribution.
UN55.The user needs to have trends and
forecasts of products in terms of volume on
the market in order to make reliable
decisions regarding production orders and
scheduling.
UN38.The user needs to have a program
for the following week about milk arrivals
and a semi-finished production plan in
order to schedule his activities.
UN42.The user needs to have an overview
of the overall production of the following
day (based on the company’s supply
chain) in order to schedule and start his
production activities.
UN79.The user needs to know the
production capacity of the plants in order to
avoid unexpected events and failures.
UN22.The user needs to know the
customer expectations in order to align his
work with them.
UN68.The user needs to know the stock of
his products in order to keep an overview
of the goods on hand.
UN66.The user needs to have the
incoming goods, the withdrawal of finished
products from production and the
warehouse stocking in order to prepare
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truck loads and the delivery to internal and
external customers.

UN45 The user needs to know if the
production is on time in order to take
measures if necessary. (1)
·UN62 The user needs to know information
and data about sales trends, inventory,
loading times of the vehicles, health
hygiene and unsold products in order to
keep an overview and see if everything is
in control. (3)
·UN80 The user needs to know the
forecast volumes from the supply chain in
order to perform feasibility analyses. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_004

Functional

The component is
required to provide
the needed models
to support the data
analysis defined by
the user need.

T5.1 and T5.2
- Knowledge
Management
and
Repository

UN65.The user needs to know the
forecasting of the attempted sales of
incoming orders in order to plan sales and
distribution.

UN55.The user needs to have trends and
forecasts of products in terms of volume on
the market in order to make reliable
decisions regarding production orders and
scheduling.
UN38.The user needs to have a program
for the following week about milk arrivals
and a semi-finished production plan in
order to schedule his activities.
UN77.The user needs to know the
information of production volumes on time
(the week before) in order to plan the
production of the following week.
UN78.The user needs to know the
production volumes in order to generate
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the sequences and distribute them in the
packaging lines.
UN57.The user needs to know the quantity
of raw materials that is needed as
accurately as possible in order to manage
them (including a safety margin) with less
variability on production plan.
UN56.The user needs to know the status of
the warehouse in real time to best serve
the production (of pasteurization and
packaging) in terms of quantity and timing.
UN25.The user needs to have preventive
maintenance plans to limit the number of
problems to the plants.
·UN27 The user needs to know if the errors
are related to human procedures or
behavior in order to prevent them. (3)
·UN46 The user needs to know if there
were deviations from the production plan
(in the past / previous shift) and how they
were resolved in order to keep an overview
of the production process. (2)
UN45 The user needs to know if the
production is on time in order to take
measures if necessary. (1)
·UN62 The user needs to know information
and data about sales trends, inventory,
loading times of the vehicles, health
hygiene and unsold products in order to
keep an overview and see if everything is
in control. (3)
·UN8 The user needs to be up to date on
trends and problems in order to continue
with the production status analysis. (2)
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·UN80 The user needs to know the
forecast volumes from the supply chain in
order to perform feasibility analyses. (1)
·UN17 The user needs to know the KPI’s
regarding production, cost and quality in
order to use them as indicators for his
analysis. (1)
·UN51 The user needs to know if there are
variations in quantity or in sequence of the
packaging plan in order to change the
preparation phase (e.g., producing one
semi-finished product before another or
breaking it into two productive runs). (1)
·UN12 The user needs to know if there are
volume shifts from one line to another
which leads to a loss of productivity, to
reschedule the costs of the production
plan. (1)
·UN48 The user needs to know if
deviations from the standard are
repeatedly occurring in order to identify
activities that affected the KPIs. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_005

Functional

DSS should support
visualizations/graphs
for forecasting and
trend analysis

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN65.The user needs to know the
forecasting of the attempted sales of
incoming orders in order to plan sales and
distribution.

UN55.The user needs to have trends and
forecasts of products in terms of volume on
the market in order to make reliable
decisions regarding production orders and
scheduling.
·UN62 The user needs to know information
and data about sales trends, inventory,
loading times of the vehicles, health
hygiene and unsold products in order to
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keep an overview and see if everything is
in control. (3)

·UN80 The user needs to know the
forecast volumes from the supply chain in
order to perform feasibility analyses. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_006

Functional

The system needs to
provide trends and
forecasts of products
in terms of volume
on the market

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

UN55.The user needs to have trends and
forecasts of products in terms of volume on
the market in order to make reliable
decisions regarding production orders and
scheduling.

Should

2

Approved

RQ_8_PARMALAT_007

Functional

The Digital Twin will
keep an integration
with the AI HP
Component to
consume customer
sales prediction in
order to execute
production
schedulling

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN55.The user needs to have trends and
forecasts of products in terms of volume on
the market in order to make reliable
decisions regarding production orders and
scheduling.

Should

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_008

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
data about milk
arrivals and semifinished products
from the Parmalat
shopfloor

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN38.The user needs to have a program
for the following week about milk arrivals
and a semi-finished production plan in
order to schedule his activities.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_009

Functional

The Digital Twin
must interact with
the Historic Data
Storage to make the
schedulling
computations

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN38.The user needs to have a program
for the following week about milk arrivals
and a semi-finished production plan in
order to schedule his activities.

Should

2

Accepted

UN77.The user needs to know the
information of production volumes on time
(the week before) in order to plan the
production of the following week.
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UN78.The user needs to know the
production volumes in order to generate
the sequences and distribute them in the
packaging lines.
UN39.The user needs to have a daily
pasteurization plan from the scheduling
office in order to schedule his activities for
the following day.
UN36.The user needs to know sanitary and
hygienic regulations in order to manage
and schedule production.
UN37.The user needs to know the delivery
times of his (internal) customers (e.g., the
packaging department) in order to manage
and schedule production.
UN57.The user needs to know the quantity
of raw materials that is needed as
accurately as possible in order to manage
them (including a safety margin) with less
variability on production plan.
UN42.The user needs to have an overview
of the overall production of the following
day (based on the company’s supply
chain) in order to schedule and start his
production activities.
RQ_8_PARMALAT_010

Functional

DSS should be able
to provide GANTT
chart type diagrams
to display schedules

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN38.The user needs to have a program
for the following week about milk arrivals
and a semi-finished production plan in
order to schedule his activities.

Should

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_011

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
data about the

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN77.The user needs to know the
information of production volumes on time
(the week before) in order to plan the
production of the following week.

Must

0.1

Proposed
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production volumes
from the Parmalat
shopfloor
UN78.The user needs to know the
production volumes in order to generate
the sequences and distribute them in the
packaging lines.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_012

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support the
input of some
parameters
configuration that
drives the
scheduling
computation such as
constrains and
boundary conditions

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN91.The user needs to know the
standards regarding packaging in order to
meet the packaging needs during product
preparation.

Must

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_013

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts data about
production milk
volumes

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN78.The user needs to know the
production volumes in order to generate
the sequences and distribute them in the
packaging lines.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_014

Functional

DSS should be able
to display historical
and real time
information in terms
of tables and graphs

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN78.The user needs to know the
production volumes in order to generate
the sequences and distribute them in the
packaging lines.

Must

0.2

accepted

UN37.The user needs to know the delivery
times of his (internal) customers (e.g., the
packaging department) in order to manage
and schedule production.
UN57.The user needs to know the quantity
of raw materials that is needed as
accurately as possible in order to manage
them (including a safety margin) with less
variability on production plan.
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UN85.The user needs to know the priority
of orders and bottlenecks that may occur
as a result in order to schedule the
production plan.
UN68.The user needs to know the stock of
his products in order to keep an overview
of the goods on hand.
UN66.The user needs to have the
incoming goods, the withdrawal of finished
products from production and the
warehouse stocking in order to prepare
truck loads and the delivery to internal and
external customers.
UN72.The user needs to know the current
status and location of products (or their
pallets) in order to trace and overview
them, e.g., in cases of non-compliance.
UN41.The user needs to know the fat
percentage and proteins of semi-finished
products produced during the current day
in order to verify adherence to the standard
and to calculate mass balance of milk and
fat.
·UN14 The user needs to have real-time
data (pieces, kg, litres, ton, stops and
breakdowns data, scrap & waste) in order
to monitor process and production
scheduling. (1)
·UN71 The user needs to have data and
information about his processes in order to
share (and discuss) them with his team. (2)
·UN24 The user needs to know if there are
changes in orders (e.g., based on
seasonality, trends, market data and
information from the sales network, timing
and quantities of semi-finished products) in
order to reach certainty of the packaging
plan. (1)
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_015

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in the
continuum) of
optimization models
for production
sequencing

T4.2. AI Model
Generation
and Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN39.The user needs to have a daily
pasteurization plan from the scheduling
office in order to schedule his activities for
the following day.

UN1.The user needs to have the
production plan from the scheduling office
in order to do his work.
UN57.The user needs to know the quantity
of raw materials that is needed as
accurately as possible in order to manage
them (including a safety margin) with less
variability on production plan.
UN25.The user needs to have preventive
maintenance plans to limit the number of
problems to the plants.
UN83.The user needs a collaborative
space together with his group in order to
schedule the production and align all
involved departments (e.g., product unit
bottles, brik and yoghurt) with each other.
UN5.The user needs the production plan
and programmed times (e.g., by the
scheduling office) in order to meet the
needs of Logistics and Sale (e.g.,
producing the exact number of items
requested respecting the delivery time).
UN84.The user needs to know if the (final)
production program is incorrect and not
realizable because of constraints left aside
in order to take measures to correct them.
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UN82.The user needs to have a revised
and a current version of the (initial)
production program in order to generate a
reliable draft of the program for his
colleagues who are involved in the
procurement of components and resource
planning.
UN6 The user needs experiences and
qualifications related to the management of
production processes in order to identify
waste and increase the performance
guided by data analysis. (3)
·UN33 The user needs to know the
variances between planning and
production in quantitative and temporal
terms in order to monitor the activities of
the transformation process. (1)
·UN71 The user needs to have data and
information about his processes in order to
share (and discuss) them with his team. (2)
·UN32 The user needs a holistic overview
of the entire process in order to make
optimal choices throughout the whole value
creation chain. (2)
·UN51 The user needs to know if there are
variations in quantity or in sequence of the
packaging plan in order to change the
preparation phase (e.g., producing one
semi-finished product before another or
breaking it into two productive runs). (1)
·UN12 The user needs to know if there are
volume shifts from one line to another
which leads to a loss of productivity, to
reschedule the costs of the production
plan. (1)
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·UN60 The user needs to have
propositions for modification plans for
ongoing activities based on past events in
order to make better decisions for the
production process. (1)
·UN59 The user needs to know if or how
his activities impacts other activities in the
process, both up- and downstream, in
order to guarantee a smooth overall
process. (2)
·UN21 The user needs to know what
measures needs to be done based on his
analyses to take actions or delegate them
to the line-operators. (3)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_016

Functional

DSS should provide
access to any stored
files/documents

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN36.The user needs to know sanitary and
hygienic regulations in order to manage
and schedule production.

Would

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_017

Functional

The Digital Twin
must generate its
results in friendly
ways such as web
pages that can be
consumed by users.
DT could provide
them based in its
interaction with the
DSS system

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN1.The user needs to have the
production plan from the scheduling office
in order to do his work.

Must

2

Accepted

UN85.The user needs to know the priority
of orders and bottlenecks that may occur
as a result in order to schedule the
production plan.
·UN60 The user needs to have
propositions for modification plans for
ongoing activities based on past events in
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order to make better decisions for the
production process. (1)

RQ_8_PARMALAT_018

Functional

DSS should be able
to provide an
interactive GANTT
chart type diagrams
to display schedules

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN1.The user needs to have the
production plan from the scheduling office
in order to do his work.

Should

0.2

accepted

UN5.The user needs the production plan
and programmed times (e.g., by the
scheduling office) in order to meet the
needs of Logistics and Sale (e.g.,
producing the exact number of items
requested respecting the delivery time).
UN82.The user needs to have a revised
and a current version of the (initial)
production program in order to generate a
reliable draft of the program for his
colleagues who are involved in the
procurement of components and resource
planning.
RQ_8_PARMALAT_019

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
data about the
status of the
warehouse from the
Parmalat shopfloor
(specific parameters
to be clarified)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN56.The user needs to know the status of
the warehouse in real time to best serve
the production (of pasteurization and
packaging) in terms of quantity and timing.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_020

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts data about
warehouse and
store information in

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN56.The user needs to know the status of
the warehouse in real time to best serve
the production (of pasteurization and
packaging) in terms of quantity and timing.

Must

0.1

Proposed
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the real-time
brokering block ?

RQ_8_PARMALAT_021

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support the
input of some
parameters
configuration that
drives the
scheduling
computation

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN56.The user needs to know the status of
the warehouse in real time to best serve
the production (of pasteurization and
packaging) in terms of quantity and timing.

Must

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_022

Functional

DSS should support
real time viluzations

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN56.The user needs to know the status of
the warehouse in real time to best serve
the production (of pasteurization and
packaging) in terms of quantity and timing.

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_023

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
information about
the plant failure and
status (specific
parameters to be
clarified)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN25.The user needs to have preventive
maintenance plans to limit the number of
problems to the plants.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_024

Functional

The system needs to
support preventive
maintenance for the
plants

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

UN25.The user needs to have preventive
maintenance plans to limit the number of
problems to the plants.

Must

2

Rejected

UN89.The user needs to know the
scheduled maintenance and technical
interventions in order to adhere to the
deadlines.

Must

0.1

UN43.The user needs to know the
standards and possibilities of the plants in
order to prepare and start the production
on time.

Should

0.2

RQ_8_PARMALAT_025

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will have a
dashboard
overviewing
machine use and

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
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management,
providing the best
possible scenario for
the production

RQ_8_PARMALAT_026

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
automated writing of
human-interpretable
explanations for the
models produced

Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

T4.2. AI Model
Generation
and Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN79.The user needs to know the
production capacity of the plants in order to
avoid unexpected events and failures.

Should

0.1

UN85.The user needs to know the priority
of orders and bottlenecks that may occur
as a result in order to schedule the
production plan.

Must

0.1

Proposed

·UN86 The user needs to have
transparency within the process activities in
order to improve them. (1)
·UN35 The user needs to know if
processes are generizable in order to make
predictive analyses (e.g., through a
standardized planning system). (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_027

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support proper
error showing when
bad configuration is
provided

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN84.The user needs to know if the (final)
production program is incorrect and not
realizable because of constraints left aside
in order to take measures to correct them.

Must

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_028

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide users
with preview of
planning, planning
metrics and
functionallity to
accept or not a
schedule

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN84.The user needs to know if the (final)
production program is incorrect and not
realizable because of constraints left aside
in order to take measures to correct them.

Should

0.2

accepted

·UN9 The user needs to have the planned
production data in order to compare it with
the real production data. (1)
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_029

Functional

The Digital Twin
must store at
execution of
computations so that
users can compare
them. Version
comparation can be
a nice to have
feature

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN82.The user needs to have a revised
and a current version of the (initial)
production program in order to generate a
reliable draft of the program for his
colleagues who are involved in the
procurement of components and resource
planning.

should

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_030

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
information about
the stocks of the
products (specific
parameters to be
clarified)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN68.The user needs to know the stock of
his products in order to keep an overview
of the goods on hand.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_031

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts filtered data
about stocked
products, if this data
are available (T3.1?)

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN68.The user needs to know the stock of
his products in order to keep an overview
of the goods on hand.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_032

Functional

The data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the incoming goods,
the withdrawal of
finished products
from production and
the warehouse
stocking

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN66.The user needs to have the
incoming goods, the withdrawal of finished
products from production and the
warehouse stocking in order to prepare
truck loads and the delivery to internal and
external customers.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_033

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts filtered data
about incoming
goods, finished
products and the
warehouse stocking,
if this data are
available (T3.1?)

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN66.The user needs to have the
incoming goods, the withdrawal of finished
products from production and the
warehouse stocking in order to prepare
truck loads and the delivery to internal and
external customers.

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_034

Functional

The Data collection
platform, along with
the stocks
information, must be
able to collect
information about
the locations of the
pallet (to be clarified
how this information
is provided)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN72.The user needs to know the current
status and location of products (or their
pallets) in order to trace and overview
them, e.g., in cases of non-compliance.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_035

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information from the
line-operator (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN20.The user needs the data from the
line-operators in order to do the analysis
activities.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_036

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts data from
the in-line operators
and support analysis
with algorithms

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN20.The user needs the data from the
line-operators in order to do the analysis
activities.

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

2

Accepted

UN44.The user needs to know the
transactions of the line operators (events
and data like tank levels or pressures) in
order to trace and analyze their operations.
RQ_8_PARMALAT_037

Functional

Real time brokering
to transfer the data
in realtime

T3.3. RealTime
Brokering

UN20.The user needs the data from the
line-operators in order to do the analysis
activities.
·UN14 The user needs to have real-time
data (pieces, kg, litres, ton, stops and
breakdowns data, scrap & waste) in order
to monitor process and production
scheduling. (1)

RQ_8_PARMALAT_038

Functional

The Digital Twin
must interact with
the Real-Time
Brokering to update

T6.2 Digital
Twin
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and relaunch
execution of
computations under
realtime changes of
the shopfloor
UN44.The user needs to know the
transactions of the line operators (events
and data like tank levels or pressures) in
order to trace and analyze their operations.
UN41.The user needs to know the fat
percentage and proteins of semi-finished
products produced during the current day
in order to verify adherence to the standard
and to calculate mass balance of milk and
fat.
UN81.The user needs to know the
information on production (from the
production managers) in order to align the
production process.
·UN10 The user needs to know if problems
or changes are occurring in the production
plans in order to reschedule activities and
production plans. (1)
·UN12 The user needs to know if there are
volume shifts from one line to another
which leads to a loss of productivity, to
reschedule the costs of the production
plan. (1)
·UN11 The user needs to know if there is
an extension of production time in order to
reschedule overtime and cost in the
production plan. (1)
·UN13 The user needs to know if there is a
cancellation of production slots or noncompliance with the delivery time in order
to reschedule activities and production
plans. (1)
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·UN54 The user needs to know if there are
unexpected variations of downstream
functions in order to change his production
plan (e.g., of pasteurization). (1)
·UN76 The user needs to know if there are
blockings of the computer systems in order
to take measures or rescheduling the
planned activities. (3)
·UN50 The user needs to know if there are
disturbances due to plant failures in order
to remodulate what is still being prepared
using other plants to guarantee the product
delivery on time. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_039

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
events of the line
operators (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN44.The user needs to know the
transactions of the line operators (events
and data like tank levels or pressures) in
order to trace and analyze their operations.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_040

Functional

Storage and retrieval
of historical data

T3.3.
Historical Data
Storage

UN44.The user needs to know the
transactions of the line operators (events
and data like tank levels or pressures) in
order to trace and analyze their operations.

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN41.The user needs to know the fat
percentage and proteins of semi-finished
products produced during the current day
in order to verify adherence to the standard
and to calculate mass balance of milk and
fat.
UN81.The user needs to know the
information on production (from the
production managers) in order to align the
production process.
UN49.The user needs to have the entered
/ incoming data and operations all in one
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place in order to guarantee a better
overview and a more efficient analysis.
RQ_8_PARMALAT_041

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the fat percentage of
semi-finished
product

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN41.The user needs to know the fat
percentage and proteins of semi-finished
products produced during the current day
in order to verify adherence to the standard
and to calculate mass balance of milk and
fat.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_042

Functional

Data Quality
platform must be
able to filter and
analyze the
information from the
line-operator

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN41.The user needs to know the fat
percentage and proteins of semi-finished
products produced during the current day
in order to verify adherence to the standard
and to calculate mass balance of milk and
fat.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_043

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to retrieve the
information on
production (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN81.The user needs to know the
information on production (from the
production managers) in order to align the
production process.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_044

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to fetch the
entered/incoming
data from the
shopfloors and push
them to the
Knowledge Platform
Data Storage

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN49.The user needs to have the entered
/ incoming data and operations all in one
place in order to guarantee a better
overview and a more efficient analysis.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_045

Functional

Data Quality
platform provide
filtered data to the
data storage block

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

UN49.The user needs to have the entered
/ incoming data and operations all in one
place in order to guarantee a better
overview and a more efficient analysis.

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_046

Functional

DSS should provide
a complete
dashboard enabling
the management of
various information
and data sources

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN49.The user needs to have the entered
/ incoming data and operations all in one
place in order to guarantee a better
overview and a more efficient analysis.

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_047

Functional

The Data collection
platform must
perform with a
reasonably low
latency (to be
discussed)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN34.The user needs to have a means to
collect the data automatically in order to
ensure punctuality, precision and
correctness.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_048

Functional

APIs for storage and
brokers

T3.3.
Historical Data
Storage

UN34.The user needs to have a means to
collect the data automatically in order to
ensure punctuality, precision and
correctness.

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_049

NonFunctional

The Digital Twin
must provide up-todate, precise and
correct data

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN34.The user needs to have a means to
collect the data automatically in order to
ensure punctuality, precision and
correctness.

Must

2

Accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_050

Functional

Data Quality
platform must be
able to filter and
analyze the
information from the
production line

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN47 The user needs to know the data of
matter (e.g., milk, fat or protein) from the
current and previous day in order to
understand if there have been losses and
probably to analyze the operations for
understanding the causes of the
deviations. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_051

Functional

DSS should be able
to display data
comparisons

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN47 The user needs to know the data of
matter (e.g., milk, fat or protein) from the
current and previous day in order to
understand if there have been losses and
probably to analyze the operations for
understanding the causes of the
deviations. (1)

Should

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_052

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
real-time data
(pieces, kg, litres,
ton, stops and
breakdowns data,
scrap & waste) from
the Parmalat
shopfloor

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN14 The user needs to have real-time
data (pieces, kg, litres, ton, stops and
breakdowns data, scrap & waste) in order
to monitor process and production
scheduling. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_053

Functional

Data Quality
platform provide
filtered data to the
Data Storage to
monitor real-time
processes

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN14 The user needs to have real-time
data (pieces, kg, litres, ton, stops and
breakdowns data, scrap & waste) in order
to monitor process and production
scheduling. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_054

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
data about the
progress of the line
from the Parmalat
shopfloor (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN2 The user needs to have the progress
of the line in real time in order to observe
them. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_055

Functional

Real time brokering
to transfer the data
across the services
and premises

T3.3. RealTime
Brokering

·UN2 The user needs to have the progress
of the line in real time in order to observe
them. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_056

Functional

DSS should provide
a report with reuslts
of root causes
analysis

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN27 The user needs to know if the errors
are related to human procedures or
behavior in order to prevent them. (3)

Should

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_057

Functional

The Digital Twin
could compare
predictions against
real value
executions to show
differences /
divergences

T6.2 Digital
Twin

·UN46 The user needs to know if there
were deviations from the production plan
(in the past / previous shift) and how they
were resolved in order to keep an overview
of the production process. (2)

Should

2

Accepted

Must

0.2

accepted

·UN9 The user needs to have the planned
production data in order to compare it with
the real production data. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_058

Functional

DSS should provide
infrormation,
visualizations and
notifications related
to failures and
deviations related to
both processes and
machines' operetion

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN46 The user needs to know if there
were deviations from the production plan
(in the past / previous shift) and how they
were resolved in order to keep an overview
of the production process. (2)

·UN23 The user needs to know if there are
technical interruptions like failures or
problems like machine breakdowns (e.g.,
failures in the pasteurization phase) in
order to take actions for solving them. (1)
·UN48 The user needs to know if
deviations from the standard are
repeatedly occurring in order to identify
activities that affected the KPIs. (1)
·UN60 The user needs to have
propositions for modification plans for
ongoing activities based on past events in
order to make better decisions for the
production process. (1)
·UN40 The user needs to have up-to-date
information on packaging, maintenance
and further information about events, noncompliance and trends in order to update
his activities and the production plan. (2)
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_059

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information from the
monitoring of the
progress of the most
critical activities (to
be clarified which
data will be provided
and how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN87 The user needs to have a
monitoring of the progress of the most
critical activities in order to supervise them
and take actions if necessary. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_060

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide proper
monitoring of
processes and the
most critical
activities, in order to
oversee and act if
needed

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN87 The user needs to have a
monitoring of the progress of the most
critical activities in order to supervise them
and take actions if necessary. (1)

Would

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_061

Functional

The platform will
allow a real time
assessment of the
performance of the
AI models

T4.4. Overall
Monitoring

·UN33 The user needs to know the
variances between planning and
production in quantitative and temporal
terms in order to monitor the activities of
the transformation process. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

·UN71 The user needs to have data and
information about his processes in order to
share (and discuss) them with his team. (2)
·UN8 The user needs to be up to date on
trends and problems in order to continue
with the production status analysis. (2)
·UN73 The user needs to know in real time
if there are problems emerging (even
outside his working hours) in order to take
measures to avoid waste of goods and
time (e.g., due to incorrect loading and
picking). (2)
·UN15 The user needs to know if KPIs are
not in control in order to view and extract
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them to get insights or for specific requests
(e.g. managers, audit) (1)
·UN4 The user needs to know if a KPI is
out of control in order to analyze the root
cause and to take actions to fix it. (2)
·UN76 The user needs to know if there are
blockings of the computer systems in order
to take measures or rescheduling the
planned activities. (3)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_062

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide status
overview, visual
notifications and
alerts

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN45 The user needs to know if the
production is on time in order to take
measures if necessary. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_063

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide the
calculated KPIs
based on the
delivery needs

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN58 The user needs to know the KPIs
regarding delivery in order to ensure
compliance with the times towards the
clients. (2)

Should

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_064

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the sales data (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how) from the
Parmalat shopfloor

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN69 The user needs to have a report of
the sales data in order to forward it to the
entire organizational structure of the sales
force. (3)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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·UN31 The user needs the link between
the sales data system and the planning
management system in order to make
initial analyses and find trends and
correlations with production requests. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_065

Functional

Data Quality block
provides filtered data
regarding the
processes

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN71 The user needs to have data and
information about his processes in order to
share (and discuss) them with his team. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_066

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will be providing the
calculated KPIs
related to the
production
processes

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN3 The user needs to have the KPIs
related to the production process (yields,
finished product waste, waste packaging
materials etc.) in order to discuss them with
the other team leaders and to observe
problems. (2)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_066

Functional

Data Quality
platform could
provide tools and
algorithms to filter
data coming from
the production line (Data Quality
platform could
provide a check with
initial KPIs
Indicators?)

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN7 The user needs calculation tools in
order to analyze data and to generate
reports for overviewing the KPIs. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_067

Functional

The component is
required to provide
an extensive set of
models delivering
the foundation for
the calculation tools
the user needs.

T5.1 and T5.2
- Knowledge
Management
and
Repository

·UN7 The user needs calculation tools in
order to analyze data and to generate
reports for overviewing the KPIs. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_068

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide KPIs and
automated reports
based on various
parameters, factors
etc, in order to
properly assess the
situation

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN7 The user needs calculation tools in
order to analyze data and to generate
reports for overviewing the KPIs. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_069

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide
recommendations
based on analysis of
the entire process,
ensuring the optimal
choices

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN32 The user needs a holistic overview
of the entire process in order to make
optimal choices throughout the whole value
creation chain. (2)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_070

Functional

knowlEdge DSS will
enable users to
select time period for
data visualization

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN16 The user needs to have data about
a specific time period (e.g., monthly) in
order to check data trends and to identify
drifts and patterns. (1)

Should

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_071

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the distribution and
sales from the
Parmalat shopfloor

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN29 The user needs to have resilient
(historical) data of the distribution and
sales of the product as well as average,
geographical and temporal data that allows
forecasts in order to have an ensured daily
production schedule. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_072

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the the packaging
function from the
Parmalat shopfloor

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN52 The user needs to have information
about the packaging function in order to
constantly compare the packaging function
with the packaging plan. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_073

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide the
possibility of
comparing current
data with past data
in order to make
correlations and
intervene if needed

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN52 The user needs to have information
about the packaging function in order to
constantly compare the packaging function
with the packaging plan. (2)

Should

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_074

Functional

The system needs to
offer forecasts on
the volumes from
the supply chain

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

·UN80 The user needs to know the
forecast volumes from the supply chain in
order to perform feasibility analyses. (1)

Should

2

Approved

RQ_8_PARMALAT_075

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will export and
display KPIs based
on production, cost
and quality needs

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN17 The user needs to know the KPI’s
regarding production, cost and quality in
order to use them as indicators for his
analysis. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_076

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the status of the
machines from the
Parmalat shopfloor
(to be clarified which
data will be provided
and how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN73 The user needs to know in real time
if there are problems emerging (even
outside his working hours) in order to take
measures to avoid waste of goods and
time (e.g., due to incorrect loading and
picking). (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

·UN23 The user needs to know if there are
technical interruptions like failures or
problems like machine breakdowns (e.g.,
failures in the pasteurization phase) in
order to take actions for solving them. (1)
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_077

Functional

Data Quality
platform could
evaluate the status
of the machines

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN73 The user needs to know in real time
if there are problems emerging (even
outside his working hours) in order to take
measures to avoid waste of goods and
time (e.g., due to incorrect loading and
picking). (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.2

accepted

·UN23 The user needs to know if there are
technical interruptions like failures or
problems like machine breakdowns (e.g.,
failures in the pasteurization phase) in
order to take actions for solving them. (1)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_078

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will be able to
generate alerts in
real time, in case a
problem arises and
will provide decision
support if needed

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN73 The user needs to know in real time
if there are problems emerging (even
outside his working hours) in order to take
measures to avoid waste of goods and
time (e.g., due to incorrect loading and
picking). (2)

·UN10 The user needs to know if problems
or changes are occurring in the production
plans in order to reschedule activities and
production plans. (1)
·UN63 The user needs to know if there are
non-conformities due to the storage
(incorrect FIFO) in order to take measures
to solve them. (2)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_079

Functional

The Digital Twin
must the input of
priorities

T6.2 Digital
Twin

·UN88 The user needs to know the priority
of a problem in order to take actions
according to urgency. (1)

Must

2

Rejected

RQ_8_PARMALAT_080

Functional

DSS could provide a
visual notification
related to the
'weight' of the
problem

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making

·UN88 The user needs to know the priority
of a problem in order to take actions
according to urgency. (1)

Should

0.2

accepted
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Interface at
the Shop-floor

RQ_8_PARMALAT_081

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will monitor the
desired KPIs and
generate alerts if
they go over or
under a certain
threshold, in order
for them to be
handled

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN15 The user needs to know if KPIs are
not in control in order to view and extract
them to get insights or for specific requests
(e.g. managers, audit) (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

·UN4 The user needs to know if a KPI is
out of control in order to analyze the root
cause and to take actions to fix it. (2)
RQ_8_PARMALAT_082

Functional

The system needs to
identify deviations in
orders

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

·UN24 The user needs to know if there are
changes in orders (e.g., based on
seasonality, trends, market data and
information from the sales network, timing
and quantities of semi-finished products) in
order to reach certainty of the packaging
plan. (1)

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_PARMALAT_083

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect the
information about
the variations in
quantity or in
sequeence of the
packaging plan from
the Parmalat
shopfloor (to be
clarified which data
will be provided and
how)

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN51 The user needs to know if there are
variations in quantity or in sequence of the
packaging plan in order to change the
preparation phase (e.g., producing one
semi-finished product before another or
breaking it into two productive runs). (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_084

Functional

Data Quality
platform could
perform algorithms
to evaluate

T3.2. Data
Quality
Assurance

·UN51 The user needs to know if there are
variations in quantity or in sequence of the
packaging plan in order to change the
preparation phase (e.g., producing one

Must

0.1

Proposed
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variations in quantity
or in sequence of
the packaging plan

semi-finished product before another or
breaking it into two productive runs). (1)

RQ_8_PARMALAT_085

Functional

DSS will display
delays and
extensions in
production by
providing decision
support for
rescheduling

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN11 The user needs to know if there is
an extension of production time in order to
reschedule overtime and cost in the
production plan. (1)

Should

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_086

Functional

DSS should provide
infrormation,
visualizations and
notifications related
to failures and
deviations related to
both processes and
machines' operation

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN54 The user needs to know if there are
unexpected variations of downstream
functions in order to change his production
plan (e.g., of pasteurization). (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_PARMALAT_087

Functional

The Data collection
platform must be
able to collect
information about
healtchecks results
of the computer
systems

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

·UN76 The user needs to know if there are
blockings of the computer systems in order
to take measures or rescheduling the
planned activities. (3)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_PARMALAT_088

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide decision
support regarding
measures needed,
based on analysis of
existing and live
data

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN21 The user needs to know what
measures needs to be done based on his
analyses to take actions or delegate them
to the line-operators. (3)

Would

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_PARMALAT_089

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will keep track of its
relevant errors and
create a report of
those, whenever
needed

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

·UN53 The user needs to have a
documentation of errors in order to report
them to his colleagues (e.g., in a meeting).
(3)

Would

0.2

accepted

Kautex User Needs
RID

Requirement
Type

Requirement
Description

Component

User need

Technical
Priority

versi
on

Status

RQ_8_KAUTEX_001

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
information about
the machines that
is important for
the set up
processs - but the
requirement is
unclear

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN92 The user needs to know about the
components and the physical limits of a
machine in order to set up the machines.
(2)

Would

0.2

rejected
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_002

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the hydraulic and
physucal
behaviour of the
materials and
extrusions

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN44 The user needs to have knowledge
in hydraulic and physical behavior of
materials and extrusions in order to
consider them in setting the machine. (3)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_003

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support its
integration with
simulation
models that can
potentially drive
the design of
parameters. That
can be done with
the help of AI
models provided
by the AI HPC
and AI generation
components

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN120 The user needs to have reliable
data from the design process in order to
simulate settings for sampling. (4)

Should

2

Proposed

UN45 The user needs to have access to
failure patterns in the manufacturing
process from the past in order to make
better decisions during his work. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_004

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support its
integration with
Historic Data
Storage
component and
the Real-Time
Brokering

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN41 The user needs to know the product
characteristics in order to stabilize the
values from which he can achieve an
optimal manufacturing process with the
best possible output. (1)

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_KAUTEX_005

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
visualizations of
raw data by using

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN40 The user needs to have the raw data
of the item (provided by the project
engineer) in order to assess and verify the
manufacturability of the item. (4)

Must

0.2

accepted
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table, text and
graph
representations
RQ_8_KAUTEX_006

Functional

The system
needs to discover
correlations
between failures,
in order to identify
failure patterns in
the
manufacturing
process.

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

UN45 The user needs to have access to
failure patterns in the manufacturing
process from the past in order to make
better decisions during his work. (1)

Should

2

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_007

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
information about
previous failures
and their patterns

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN45 The user needs to have access to
failure patterns in the manufacturing
process from the past in order to make
better decisions during his work. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_008

Functional

DSS will provide
product
specifications and
the requirements
to be met, in
order to enable
user to check
compliance

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN39 The user needs to know the product
specifications / requirements in order to
meet them and take measures if
necessary, e.g., due to deviances. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN49The user needs to know key
characteristic values in order to compare
them to the specified requirements. (1)
UN65 The user needs to have an overview
of the product that is produced in order to
check if everything works as expected. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_009

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in
the continuum)
of predictive

T4.2. AI Model
Generation and
Edge Embedded AI
Kit
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models for
forecasting
RQ_8_KAUTEX_010

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
an interactive
GANTT chart
type diagrams to
display schedules

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN63 The user needs to know the time
frame for the sampling of an item in order
to organize his work and to deliver the best
possible production time. (3)

Must

0.2

accepted

UN54 The user needs to know about the
activities of the previous day and what
tasks are still pending by the start of his
working day (e.g., by a meeting with all
departments) in order to receive an update
of the current state and to plan his working
day. (1)
UN100 The user needs to know which
tasks have to be fulfilled for the current day
in order to organize his day. (2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_011

Functional

DSS should
provide a
complete
dashboard
enabling the
management of
various
information and
data sources

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN118 The user needs to have access to
the machines remotely in order to see if
everything is working well by checking the
settings. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_012

Functional

The Process &
Learning
Orchestrator and
the Overall
Monitoring API
should be
accessible from
any network

T4.4 - Process &
Learning
Orchestrator +
Overall Monitoring

UN118 The user needs to have access to
the machines remotely in order to see if
everything is working well by checking the
settings. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN47 The user needs to have an own
laptop in order to view data and make
analysis. (3)
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UN104 The user needs to have the data
and reports with him digitally in order to get
access to them, e.g., when he is on site at
the machine. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_013

Functional

The Digital Twin
can support a
visualisation of
the plant that is
helpful to see
errors based on
its monitoring of
the current state
of the plant

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN118 The user needs to have access to
the machines remotely in order to see if
everything is working well by checking the
settings. (1)

UN95 The user needs to know the current
state of the sampling process in order to
align the existing sampling plans with them.
(1)
UN58 The user needs to know the quality
aspects, errors and optimizations made
during a sampling in order to document and
share the knowledge for later optimization
readjustments. (1)
UN64 The user needs to have an overview
of the production line in order to check if
everything works as expected. (1)
UN38 The user needs to know how the
production is running in order to keep them
as lean as possible, e.g., by taking
measures. (2)
UN35 The user needs to know when
defects occur, where they occur and what
caused them in order to solve them and
being able to resume the production faster.
(1)
UN33The user needs to know if there is a
defective component of a machine in order
to order spare parts as quickly as possible
to prevent a delayed customer delivery. (4)
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UN24 The user needs to have the reporting
data of a plant in order to discuss them with
the technical staff to identify possible
causes, and to determine the cause of the
error. (2)
UN11 The user needs to know if problems
are occurring and how they affect the
production plans in order to (re)schedule
long-term plans to optimize times and or
improve quality. (4)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_014

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
automated writing
of humaninterpretable
explanations for
the models
produced

T4.2. AI Model
Generation and
Edge Embedded AI
Kit

UN105 The user needs to have a
documentation about all the process
settings (e.g., which programs are being
used to produce specific products, how the
product looked like) in order to compare the
current state to the state defined. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Should

0.2

accepted

UN53 The user needs to have an
understanding of the quality testing (slowmotion videos) of the quality sample in
order to analyze it together with the quality
department to determine where the quality
of the product can be improved. (2)
UN114 The user needs to have detailed
documentation of each sampling step in
order to make sure workers from following
steps can fall back on it to prevent
problems. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_015

Functional

DSS should
provide access to
any stored
files/documents

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN105 The user needs to have a
documentation about all the process
settings (e.g., which programs are being
used to produce specific products, how the
product looked like) in order to compare the
current state to the state defined. (1)
UN112 The user needs to have a (final)
documentation about deviations from the
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sampling process in order to share it with
the production team. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_016

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in
the continuum)
of optimization
models for
production
sequencing

T4.2. AI Model
Generation and
Edge Embedded AI
Kit

UN100 The user needs to know which
tasks have to be fulfilled for the current day
in order to organize his day. (2)

UN67 The user needs to know his tasks in
order to execute them or optimize the
processes. (2)
UN45 The user needs to have access to
failure patterns in the manufacturing
process from the past in order to make
better decisions during his work. (1)
UN95 The user needs to know the current
state of the sampling process in order to
align the existing sampling plans with them.
(1)
UN99 The user needs to have the ability to
adapt his responsibility in order to be aware
of the task and sampling process. (4)
UN98 The user needs to know about open
tasks that can be solved by the team itself
in order consider them by planning his
working day and to minimize waiting time.
(4)
UN61 The user needs to know at which
point of the process an error occurs in
order to analyze the cause of the error and
to find the right solution. (1)
UN62The user needs to know under which
parameter an error occurs in order to
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analyze the cause of the error and to find
the right solution. (1)
UN115 The user needs to know who is
responsible for a certain step of the
sampling in order to contact him
immediately for occurring issues. (3)
UN66 The user needs to know if there are
ways of improvement within the processes
he works on in order to bring in and discuss
innovative approaches in the meetings. (1)
UN112 The user needs to have a (final)
documentation about deviations from the
sampling process in order to share it with
the production team. (1)
UN9 The user needs to know how factors
of production influence the process (e.g.,
by measuring and analyzing) in order to
keep compliance with the plan and find
deviations. (1)
UN21 The user needs to know how
processes can and have been optimized in
order to suggest them to the technicians
and order test runs. (1)
UN35 The user needs to know when
defects occur, where they occur and what
caused them in order to solve them and
being able to resume the production faster.
(1)
UN86 The user needs to have a solution
plan about how to solve unexpected events
for (standardized) work in order to share
them with the operators and inline workers.
(1)
UN11 The user needs to know if problems
are occurring and how they affect the
production plans in order to (re)schedule
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long-term plans to optimize times and or
improve quality. (4)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_017

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
an interactive
GANTT chart
type diagrams to
display schedules
and provide
further info per
task

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN67 The user needs to know his tasks in
order to execute them or optimize the
processes. (2)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_018

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the state of the
product during a
sample, in order
to know wheter
there are
deviations

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN111 The user needs to know about
deviations of the current state of the
product during a sample in order to
prioritize the deviations within the team. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_019

Functional

DSS should
provide
infrormation,
visualizations and
notifications
related to failures
and deviations
related to both
processes and
machines'
operetion

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN111 The user needs to know about
deviations of the current state of the
product during a sample in order to
prioritize the deviations within the team. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

UN58 The user needs to know the quality
aspects, errors and optimizations made
during a sampling in order to document and
share the knowledge for later optimization
readjustments. (1)
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UN51 The user needs to know deviations
of the product in order to compare them
against the ideal by means of a 3D scan.
(1)
UN102The user needs to know if the
testing was ok or not in order to track
changes but also undo them if necessary.
(1)
UN52 The user needs to know if there are
deviations in between the product and ideal
contours in order to initiate required actions
to ensure following the specifications. (1)
UN61 The user needs to know at which
point of the process an error occurs in
order to analyze the cause of the error and
to find the right solution. (1)
UN62The user needs to know under which
parameter an error occurs in order to
analyze the cause of the error and to find
the right solution. (1)
UN106 The user needs to know when
specific issues arise and how they were
solved in order to give feedback to the
quality department to prevent them from
occurring again. (1)
UN68 The user needs to have the reports
from the previous day in order to check
them and plan preventive maintenance
tasks. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_020

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the quality
management
retults

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability
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UN55 The user needs to have the quality
management results in order to prepare the
plant for the next samples. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_021

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must provide
results on time to
avoid delays and
waiting times

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI Kit

UN56 The user needs to have the quality
management results on time in order to
avoid delays and waiting times. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN55 The user needs to have the quality
management results in order to prepare the
plant for the next samples. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_022

Functional

DSS should be
able to display
data comparisons
and document
results

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN96 The user needs to know the results
of the current product in order to compare
them to the expected outcome and
document them in reports. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_023

Functional

DSS should
provide a
complete
dashboard
enabling the
management of
various
information and
data sources
including
production
monitoring

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN64 The user needs to have an overview
of the production line in order to check if
everything works as expected. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_024

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the status of
production line

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN64 The user needs to have an overview
of the production line in order to check if
everything works as expected. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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UN38 The user needs to know how the
production is running in order to keep them
as lean as possible, e.g., by taking
measures. (2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_025

Functional

DSS interfaces
should be
adaptive to
smaller screens
and devices such
as smartphones
and tablets

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN104 The user needs to have the data
and reports with him digitally in order to get
access to them, e.g., when he is on site at
the machine. (1)

Must

0.1

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_026

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in
the continuum) of
classification
models for
correctness
verification

T4.2. AI Model
Generation and
Edge Embedded AI
Kit

UN97 The user needs to know if the
product meets the specifications on the
drawing, approved by the quality
department in order make changes on the
machines if necessary. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

May

2

Proposed

UN51 The user needs to know deviations
of the product in order to compare them
against the ideal by means of a 3D scan.
(1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_026

Functional

The Digital Twin
may support a
visualisation 3D
pieces of a
product

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN51 The user needs to know deviations
of the product in order to compare them
against the ideal by means of a 3D scan.
(1)
UN94 The user needs to have
measurements (e.g., by 3-dimensional
measuring systems or mechanical testing
devices) in order to test quality and
mechanical aspects of the sampling. (1)
UN50 The user needs to know the data of
each measurement point in order to know
where to adjust the process. (1)
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_027

Functional

DSS should be
able to display
historical and real
time information
in terms of tables
and graphs

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN50 The user needs to know the data of
each measurement point in order to know
where to adjust the process. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN119 The user needs to have data about
physical issues of a machine, like how the
machine behaves (e.g., if it makes
abnormal sounds) in order to identify and
localize the cause of the problem and make
suggestions to solve it. (1)
UN3 The user needs to have the relevant
and current data of the machines in order
to ensure the compliance with the
maintenance plan and to update it
regularly. (4)
UN10 The user needs to have real time
data of the machines in order to evaluate
and analyze the data more quickly. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_028

Functional

The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in
the continuum) of
classification
models for
correctness
verification
The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
computation (in
the continuum) of
models for the
quality
assessment of
production
material based on
3D scan inputs

T4.2. AI Model
Generation and
Edge Embedded AI
Kit
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The Edge
Embedded AI Kit
must support the
automated writing
of humaninterpretable
explanations for
the models
produced
RQ_8_KAUTEX_029

Functional

DSS should
provide various
statistical
information and
comparissons

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN48 The user needs to know the test
performances based on the quality sample
in order to discuss them with the engineers.
(1)

RQ_8_KAUTEX_030

Functional

The Process &
Learning
Orchestrator and
the Overall
Monitoring API
should be
interoperable with
different front-end
solutions

T4.4 - Process &
Learning
Orchestrator +
Overall Monitoring

UN46 The user needs to have different
work tools in order to make adjustments on
the machine. (4)

RQ_8_KAUTEX_031

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the status of the
production
processes in
order to fetch
errors when they
occour

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

RQ_8_KAUTEX_032

Functional

The system must
determine at
which point in
time invalid
changes from a

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine
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UN61 The user needs to know at which
point of the process an error occurs in
order to analyze the cause of the error and
to find the right solution. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN61 The user needs to know at which
point of the process an error occurs in
order to analyze the cause of the error and
to find the right solution. (1)

Must

2

Approved
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regular behavior
occur
RQ_8_KAUTEX_033

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the production
parameters in
order to analyze
the cause of the
errors

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN62The user needs to know under which
parameter an error occurs in order to
analyze the cause of the error and to find
the right solution. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_034

Functional

DSS should
provide
suggestions for
improvement of
processes

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN66 The user needs to know if there are
ways of improvement within the processes
he works on in order to bring in and discuss
innovative approaches in the meetings. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_035

Functional

The knowlEdge
DSS will provide
automated
reports based on
various
parameters,
factors etc, in
order to properly
assess the
situation

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN114 The user needs to have detailed
documentation of each sampling step in
order to make sure workers from following
steps can fall back on it to prevent
problems. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_036

Functional

DSS should
provide
infrormation,
visualizations,
notifications and
recommendations
for processes
optimization
based on
historical and real
data, and

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN8 The user needs to know the material
properties, load-bearing capacities and
requirements of plastics technology in order
to consider them for decision-making of
scheduling and improving the production
process. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted
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predictions from
AI models
UN9 The user needs to know how factors
of production influence the process (e.g.,
by measuring and analyzing) in order to
keep compliance with the plan and find
deviations. (1)
UN79 The user needs to know if the KPI’s
standards are aligned with the production in
order to check if there is a deviance
regarding the outcome and if necessary, to
immediately stop the production and
prevent losses. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_037

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the output of the
production

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN87 The user needs to know the output of
the production in order to set a benchmark
where everyone can learn from. (4)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_038

Functional

The historical
measurements,
statistics and
forecasts should
be stored in the
Historical Data
storage service

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN87 The user needs to know the output of
the production in order to set a benchmark
where everyone can learn from. (4)

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN37 The user needs to have all of the
data for the processes shareable with his
employees in order to make them internally
available for all to see (and discuss). (2)
UN73 The user needs to have the daily
performance reports, that record the last 24
hours of production processes in order to
check if the production lines are below or
above target and if they deviate from the
standards (1)
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UN74 The user needs to have a look on
site into the machine (by checking the
dashboard) in order to check if there were
some issues or alarms listed (from the
past). (1)
UN68 The user needs to have the reports
from the previous day in order to check
them and plan preventive maintenance
tasks. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_039

Functional

DSS should
support access
role management
to various users

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN37 The user needs to have all of the
data for the processes shareable with his
employees in order to make them internally
available for all to see (and discuss). (2)

Must

0.2

accepted

UN12 The user needs to have direct
access to the data and reports on the
machines in order to gain insight as well as
to react if an error occurs. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_040

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support a
integration of all
data coming from
the Historic Data
Storage and
Brokering
component to
provide a unique
view of the
processes of a
plant in a unique
data view

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN37 The user needs to have all of the
data for the processes shareable with his
employees in order to make them internally
available for all to see (and discuss). (2)

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_KAUTEX_041

Functional

DSS should be
able to provide
information and
data presentaion
to the user for
specific time
frame

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN73 The user needs to have the daily
performance reports, that record the last 24
hours of production processes in order to
check if the production lines are below or
above target and if they deviate from the
standards (1)

Must

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_042

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
the reports of the
daily performance

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN73 The user needs to have the daily
performance reports, that record the last 24
hours of production processes in order to
check if the production lines are below or
above target and if they deviate from the
standards (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_043

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to know
which line is
running

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN82 The user needs to know which lines
are running in order to know where work
needs to be done. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_044

Functional

The live data
containing the
production
statistics should
be shared across
the services
using Real-Time
messaging
techniques

T3.3. Real-Time
Brokering

UN82 The user needs to know which lines
are running in order to know where work
needs to be done. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.2

accepted

UN10 The user needs to have real time
data of the machines in order to evaluate
and analyze the data more quickly. (1)
UN70The user needs to have access to the
current data from all machines, that he
observes (and are stored in the PLC) in
order to connect them for analyses. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_045

Functional

The knowlEdge
DSS will be able
to generate alerts
in real time, in
case a problem
arises and will
provide decision
support and an
error report if
needed

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_046

Functional

DSS will enable
users to select
time period for
data visualization
and reporting
including error
reports

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN77 The user needs to know which
issues were upcoming during the last 24h
in order to see which already have been
solved and which ones need to be
escalated. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_047

Functional

The overall
monitoring API
will provide
access to errors
coming from the
deployment of the
AI models

T4.4. Overall
Monitoring

UN77 The user needs to know which
issues were upcoming during the last 24h
in order to see which already have been
solved and which ones need to be
escalated. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN75 The user needs to know if the
logbooks (on site of the machine), reports
and graphs are aligned in order to clarify
deviances about what happened within the
previous day. (1)
UN76 The user needs to know if there are
technical issues and actions that need to
be set up in order to discuss them within
the team and schedule the upcoming
activities. (4)
UN26 The user needs to have all issues
documented and stored consistently in
order to be able to refer to them. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_048

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the current data
of the machines
in order to ensure
the compliance
with the
maintenance plan

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_049

Functional

The
measurements,
statistics and
forecasts should
be stored in the
Historical Data
storage service

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN3 The user needs to have the relevant
and current data of the machines in order
to ensure the compliance with the
maintenance plan and to update it
regularly. (4)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_050

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support a
integration of all
data coming from
the Historic Data
Storage and
Brokering
component to
provide a unique
view of real-time
data of machines
in a unique data
view

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN3 The user needs to have the relevant
and current data of the machines in order
to ensure the compliance with the
maintenance plan and to update it
regularly. (4)

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_KAUTEX_051

Functional

DSS should
provide access to
any stored
files/documents
through a user
friendly and easy
to use interface

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN90 The user needs to have easy access
to all the data with the input, lists and
description and cause of issues (and
advisory on decision-making) in order to
maintain a smooth workflow. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

Must

0.2

accepted

UN16 The user needs to have a
documentation of the measured data and
information in order to keep an overview.
(2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_051

Functional

DSS should
provide access to
any stored
files/documents.
The user should
be able to view
various document
available and
download them

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor
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UN59 The user needs to have a
documentation of errors in order to share
them with all employees and by that giving
them the opportunity to look up if a certain
error has occurred before on a plant and
how it was solved. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_052

Functional

The Overall
Monitoring API
will use
appropriate data
models to provide
meaningful data
about
performances of
AI models

T4.4. Overall
Monitoring

UN90 The user needs to have easy access
to all the data with the input, lists and
description and cause of issues (and
advisory on decision-making) in order to
maintain a smooth workflow. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN16 The user needs to have a
documentation of the measured data and
information in order to keep an overview.
(2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_053

Functional

The
measurements,
statistics and
forecasts should
be stored in the
Historical Data
storage service
so that it is
available for the
analysis

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN9 The user needs to know how factors
of production influence the process (e.g.,
by measuring and analyzing) in order to
keep compliance with the plan and find
deviations. (1)

UN4 The user needs to know if all factories
are up to the same standard in order to
determine areas for optimization. (2)
UN69The user needs to know the issues
during the processes in order to do some
analysis and investigations on the
machines. (1)
UN20The user needs to know if there are
differences between factories to
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communicate the differences and possible
optimizations to take. (3)
UN14The user needs to know whether
improvements have taken place at one
factory in order to check if they can also
improve the processes of other factories.
(1)
UN15The user needs to have information
and data about raw material consumption,
cycle times and energy consumption in
order to measure and improve the
processes of each factory. (2)
UN71The user needs to have access to the
current and previous data from the
machines (e.g., as reports) in order to
analyze past mistakes and issues and
further use them for future improvements.
(1)
UN21 The user needs to know how
processes can and have been optimized in
order to suggest them to the technicians
and order test runs. (1)
UN13 The user needs to have data and
reports on the machines in order to discuss
them with the experts and programmers.
(1)
UN24 The user needs to have the reporting
data of a plant in order to discuss them with
the technical staff to identify possible
causes, and to determine the cause of the
error. (2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_054

Functional

DSS will present
various KPIs to
the user

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor
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KPI’s, that are defined by quality
specifications and customer requirements
(like weight, dimensions, and functionality)
in order to follow and check them. (1)
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_055

Functional

The data
collection
platform must
retrieve the data
in a Real-Time
way

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN10 The user needs to have real time
data of the machines in order to evaluate
and analyze the data more quickly. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_056

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support a
real-time view of
the machines at a
plant through its
integration with
the Brokering

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN10 The user needs to have real time
data of the machines in order to evaluate
and analyze the data more quickly. (1)

Must

2

Approved

UN70The user needs to have access to the
current data from all machines, that he
observes (and are stored in the PLC) in
order to connect them for analyses. (1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_057

Functional

DSS should be
able to display
historical and real
time information
in terms of tables
and graphs.
Different views
can be supported
per machine or
per process by
enabling
selection of
different data
representations

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN70The user needs to have access to the
current data from all machines, that he
observes (and are stored in the PLC) in
order to connect them for analyses. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_058

Functional

The data
colleciton
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the current data
of the machine, in
order to connect
them for analyses

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN70The user needs to have access to the
current data from all machines, that he
observes (and are stored in the PLC) in
order to connect them for analyses. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_059

Functional

DSS should
provide a
complete
dashboard
enabling the
management of
various
information and
data sources by
enabling
selection of
different data
(sources)
categories and
different views
and visualization
types

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN72The user needs to have an overview
on his data (from various sources) in order
to do the analysis effectively. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

UN17The user needs to know process
relevant data of each factory (types of
machines, customer, processes, etc.) in
order to keep an overview and identify
differences. (2)
UN6 The user needs to know the detailed
information about the plant that causes
problems in order to help or support with
the troubleshooting remotely or on-site. (2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_060

Functional

Both the live data
and the historical
data is provided
to different
services for
analysis

T3.3. Real-Time
Brokering

UN72The user needs to have an overview
on his data (from various sources) in order
to do the analysis effectively. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_061

Functional

DSS will enable
users to select
time period for
data visualization
and reporting by
using drop-down
menus for period
selection etc.

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN18 The user needs to have an overview
about the data from a certain time period
(e.g., infographics based on the data listed)
in order to visualize the data and identify
differences. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_062

Functional

Capability should
be provided by
the Historical
data Service to
access the
storage based on
the range query
parameters

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN18 The user needs to have an overview
about the data from a certain time period
(e.g., infographics based on the data listed)
in order to visualize the data and identify
differences. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_063

Functional

Capability should
be provided by
the Historical
data Service to
access the
storage based on
the query
parameters
containing the
information of the
data sources

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN17The user needs to know process
relevant data of each factory (types of
machines, customer, processes, etc.) in
order to keep an overview and identify
differences. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_064

Functional

Capability should
be provided by
the Historical
data Service to
access multiple
measurements at
a time

T3.3. Historical Data
Storage

UN19The user needs to know the
parameters of all factories (of his company
and each factory) in order to make
comparative analysis. (3)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_065

Functional

The Digital Twin
must support the
conceptual
representation of
the elements of a
plant in data
models to monitor
current data
sensors

T6.2 Digital Twin

UN19The user needs to know the
parameters of all factories (of his company
and each factory) in order to make
comparative analysis. (3)

Must

2

Approved

UN15The user needs to have information
and data about raw material consumption,
cycle times and energy consumption in
order to measure and improve the
processes of each factory. (2)
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_066

Functional

DSS Dashboard
should provide
comparative
analysis between
factories and
parameter display
(in case this info
can be available)

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN19The user needs to know the
parameters of all factories (of his company
and each factory) in order to make
comparative analysis. (3)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_067

Functional

The data
collection
paltform must be
able to retrive
information about
the status of the
processes, in
order to know if
issues occour

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN69The user needs to know the issues
during the processes in order to do some
analysis and investigations on the
machines. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_068

Functional

DSS should
provide
infrormation,
visualizations,
notifications and
recommendations
for issues and
failures based on
historical and real
data, and
predictions from
AI models

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN69The user needs to know the issues
during the processes in order to do some
analysis and investigations on the
machines. (1)

Must

0.1

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_069

Functional

The Process &
Learning
Orchestrator will
allow to compare
the performances
of different AI
models

T4.4 - Process &
Learning
Orchestrator

UN14The user needs to know whether
improvements have taken place at one
factory in order to check if they can also
improve the processes of other factories.
(1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_070

Functional

DSS should be
able to display
historical and real
time information

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN15The user needs to have information
and data about raw material consumption,
cycle times and energy consumption in

Must

0.2

accepted
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in terms of tables
and graphs.
Different views
can be supported
per machine, or
per process by
enabling
selection of
different data
representations
and features

order to measure and improve the
processes of each factory. (2)

UN71The user needs to have access to the
current and previous data from the
machines (e.g., as reports) in order to
analyze past mistakes and issues and
further use them for future improvements.
(1)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_071

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
raw material
consumption,
cycle times and
energy
consumption

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN15The user needs to have information
and data about raw material consumption,
cycle times and energy consumption in
order to measure and improve the
processes of each factory. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_072

Functional

DSS should
provide
infrormation,
visualizations,
notifications and
recommendations
for processes
optimization
based on
historical and real
data, and
predictions from
AI models and
information about

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN21 The user needs to know how
processes can and have been optimized in
order to suggest them to the technicians
and order test runs. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted
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reasoning that
have been
applied for the
optimization
RQ_8_KAUTEX_073

Functional

The knowlEdge
DSS will be able
to generate alerts
in real
time(though
visualizations), in
case a problem
arises and will
provide decision
support and an
error
report(containing
root cause
analysis results) if
needed

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN35 The user needs to know when
defects occur, where they occur and what
caused them in order to solve them and
being able to resume the production faster.
(1)

UN36 The user needs to know if errors
occur (e.g., directly by notifications from
machines) in order to take actions to start
analyzing the cause of errors (e.g., by
stopping the machine or requesting a
programmer/specialist.) (1)
UN33The user needs to know if there is a
defective component of a machine in order
to order spare parts as quickly as possible
to prevent a delayed customer delivery. (4)
UN29 The user needs to have a
documentation of errors in order to report
back errors and inform the electrician on
site as well as his supervisor. (1)
UN11 The user needs to know if problems
are occurring and how they affect the
production plans in order to (re)schedule
long-term plans to optimize times and or
improve quality. (4)
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_074

Functional

The data
collection
paltform must be
able to retrive
information about
the status of the
processes, in
order to know if
defect occour

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN36 The user needs to know if errors
occur (e.g., directly by notifications from
machines) in order to take actions to start
analyzing the cause of errors (e.g., by
stopping the machine or requesting a
programmer/specialist.) (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_075

Functional

The data
collection
platform must be
able to retrieve
information about
the status of the
components of
the machines, in
order to know if
one of them has
defects

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN33The user needs to know if there is a
defective component of a machine in order
to order spare parts as quickly as possible
to prevent a delayed customer delivery. (4)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_KAUTEX_076

Functional

The system
should identify
defective
components in a
machine based
on the
comparison of
current and
regular behavior

T4.1. Knowledge
Discovery Engine

UN33The user needs to know if there is a
defective component of a machine in order
to order spare parts as quickly as possible
to prevent a delayed customer delivery. (4)

Must

2

Approved

RQ_8_KAUTEX_077

Functional

DSS can
examine and
suggest after
reasoning
possible actions
to users for a
specific situation

T7.2 Decision
Support System

UN76 The user needs to know if there are
technical issues and actions that need to
be set up in order to discuss them within
the team and schedule the upcoming
activities. (4)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_078

Functional

The knowlEdge
DSS will
provide/export
automated

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN13 The user needs to have data and
reports on the machines in order to discuss
them with the experts and programmers.
(1)

Must

0.2

accepted
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reports based on
various
parameters,
factors etc, in
order to properly
assess the
situation. On
demand
exportation will
be feasible by
clicking a
corresponding
button that
triggers file
download
UN24 The user needs to have the reporting
data of a plant in order to discuss them with
the technical staff to identify possible
causes, and to determine the cause of the
error. (2)
RQ_8_KAUTEX_079

Functional

DSS should
provide planning
and suggestions
for solving issues
and problems
forseen by AI
predictive models

T7.2 Decision
Support System

UN86 The user needs to have a solution
plan about how to solve unexpected events
for (standardized) work in order to share
them with the operators and inline workers.
(1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_080

Functional

DSS should
provide visual
representation of
problems (marks
on graphs, red
colour etc.) to
notify user of
problem
existance or not

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN84 The user needs to know if problems
were solved in order to sign them off. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

RQ_8_KAUTEX_081

Functional

DSS should keep
track of errors
and present their
frequency of

T7.2 Decision
Support System and
T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making

UN85 The user needs to know if a (same)
problem is occurring again within the next
24 hours (or the following days depending

Must

0.2

accepted
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RQ_8_KAUTEX_082

Functional

appearance etc
in a
corresponding
graph diagram

Interface at the
Shop-floor

on specific conditions) in order to take
further actions to solve it. (1)

The knowlEdge
DSS will be able
to generate an
error
report(containing
root cause
analysis results).
The info of the
report should be
stored in project
central data store
and be
accessible from
DSS in order to
present/export it
to the user

T7.3 Enhanced
Decision Making
Interface at the
Shop-floor

UN26 The user needs to have all issues
documented and stored consistently in
order to be able to refer to them. (1)

Must

0.2

accepted

Bonfiglioli’s User Requirements
RID

Requirement
Type

Requirement
Description

Component

User need

Technical
Priority

versi
on

Status

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_001

Functional

DSS should provide
access to any stored
files/documents. The
user should be able
to view various
document available
and download them

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN1 The user needs to have the
documentation of the R&D headquarter
in order to create the routing for the
assembly of gear boxes. (3)

Should

2

approved

UN26 The user needs to have the
documentation (incl. drawing) from the
R&D headquarter in order to check it for
mistakes (e.g., due to copy&paste). (1)
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UN15 The user needs to have the
documentation about the assembly
(received electronically) in order to
check if it is correct and feasible. (2)
UN13 The user needs to have the
updated documentation of the R&D
headquarter on how to proceed in order
to start creating the assembly routing.
(4)
UN26 The user needs to have the
documentation (incl. drawing) from the
R&D headquarter in order to check it for
mistakes (e.g., due to copy&paste). (1)
UN15 The user needs to have the
documentation about the assembly
(received electronically) in order to
check if it is correct and feasible. (2)
UN13 The user needs to have the
updated documentation of the R&D
headquarter on how to proceed in order
to start creating the assembly routing.
(4)
UN38 The user needs to know where to
find help or further information about
uncertain steps in the assembly in order
to look for them. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_002

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide the
possibility of
displaying
images/drawings

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN27 The user needs to have drawing
in order to check them step by step for
errors and feasibility. (1)

Must

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_003

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve the
information about the
drawing order

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN24 The user needs to know if there is
a problem with the drawing in order to
communicate it to the R&D headquarter.
(4)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_004

Functional

DSS should provide
recommendations
based on feasibility
check regarding the
items to be made

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN24 The user needs to know if there is
a problem with the drawing in order to
communicate it to the R&D headquarter.
(4)

Should

2

approved

Would

2

rejected

UN24 The user needs to know if there is
a problem with the drawing in order to
communicate it to the R&D headquarter.
(4)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_005

Functional

DSS should provide
recommendations
whether new
technologies should
be used (but still
unclear if this can be
possible)

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN10 The user needs to know if new
technologies have to be used for
assembly in order to discuss
adjustments with the technology
department. (2)

UN10 The user needs to know if new
technologies have to be used for
assembly in order to discuss
adjustments with the technology
department. (2)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_006

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to monitor the status
of the assembly for
comparing that with
the drawings

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN27 The user needs to have drawing
in order to check them step by step for
errors and feasibility. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_007

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide the
possibility of
displaying
images/drawings.DSS
should provide

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision

UN27 The user needs to have drawing
in order to check them step by step for
errors and feasibility. (1)

Must

2

approved
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RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_008

Functional

recommendations
based on feasibility
check regarding the
items to be made

Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the computation (in
the continuum) of
optimization models
for production
sequencing

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN10 The user needs to know if new
technologies have to be used for
assembly in order to discuss
adjustments with the technology
department. (2)

UN44 The user needs to have the bill of
materials and the order in order to
inspect and check them regarding the
prepared material. (4)
UN45 The user needs to know the
requirements on the material for
assembly and the type of output part in
order to change his workplace
according to the order. (3)
UN46The user needs to know if his
changed workplace and the procedure
and drawings from the local technician
on the computer are aligned in order to
start with the assembly. (1)
UN32 The user needs to know about
testing steps in order to check if
everything is working well and if the
data is collected correctly. (1)
UN39 The user needs to know specific
information and instructions in order to
prevent issues, e.g., oil leakages. (1)
UN47 The user needs to know the
deadlines for each output part in order
to align the parameters (such as rotation
and screw torque, tightness testing and
others). (1)
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UN57 The user needs to know if the
assembly process meets the quality and
quantity parameters of products in order
to fulfill his personal goals doing his job
and react if necessary. (1)
UN49 The user needs to know if his
colleagues need (extra) data from the
assembly and his workplace in order to
upload them to the server and make
them accessible. (1)
UN28 The user needs to know how the
processes depend on each other in
order to ensure a good assembly
process. (1)
UN5 The user needs to know the
schedule provided by the supply chain
management department in order to
follow it and ensure the assembly is
working the right way. (4)
UN4 The user needs to know if the
operators need help in order to provide
assistance. (4)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_009

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the computation (in
the continuum) of
classification models
for correctness
verification

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN18 The user needs to know if know if
the documentation hast to be updated,
e.g., due to missing components in
order to take action. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_010

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the automated writing
of humaninterpretable
explanations for the
models produced

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN36 The user needs to know when a
procedure changes in order to learn
what needs to be performed and how
and why to perform it within an inperson-training with the shift leader and
technician. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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UN50 The user needs to know if the
technologist (or assembly manager,
coordinator and shift leader) has
feedback about his work in order to
learn from it. (1)
UN38 The user needs to know where to
find help or further information about
uncertain steps in the assembly in order
to look for them. (1)
UN31 The user needs to have acquired
data by involving other relevant
departments in order to find the cause
of the deviances. (1)
UN8 The user needs to know the cause
of the issue in order to understand the
issue and find solutions. (1)
UN52 The user needs to know if he has
to give support (e.g., with suggestions
for solutions) in order to solve the
problem. (1) (Ben)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_011

Functional

DSS should provide a
complete dashboard
enabling the
management of
various information
and data sources
including bill of
materials and their
characteristics

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN44 The user needs to have the bill of
materials and the order in order to
inspect and check them regarding the
prepared material. (4)

Should

2

approved

Must

2

approved

UN45 The user needs to know the
requirements on the material for
assembly and the type of output part in
order to change his workplace
according to the order. (3)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_012

Functional

DSS should support
access role
management to
various users

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
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RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_013

Functional

DSS should be able
to provide an
interactive GANTT
chart type diagrams
to display schedules

Interface at
the Shop-floor

be done determined by the technician.
(1)

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN47 The user needs to know the
deadlines for each output part in order
to align the parameters (such as rotation
and screw torque, tightness testing and
others). (1)

Must

2

approved

UN5 The user needs to know the
schedule provided by the supply chain
management department in order to
follow it and ensure the assembly is
working the right way. (4)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_014

Functional

The data collection
patform must be able
to retrieve information
about the quality and
quantity parameters
of products

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN57 The user needs to know if the
assembly process meets the quality and
quantity parameters of products in order
to fulfill his personal goals doing his job
and react if necessary. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_015

Functional

DSS should provide
information,
visualizations,
notifications related to
quality and quantity
check based on
analysis and
predictions from AI
models

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN57 The user needs to know if the
assembly process meets the quality and
quantity parameters of products in order
to fulfill his personal goals doing his job
and react if necessary. (1)

Must

2

approved

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN3 The user needs to know the quality
of the gear boxes to ensure quality
standards within the assembly.(1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_016

Functional

The data collection
patform must be able
to retrieve information

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability
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about the results of
the tests
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_017

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will be able to
generate alerts in real
time, in case a
problem arises and
will provide decision
support and an error
report if needed

manually and share it with his
colleagues. (1)
T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN48 The user needs to know if tests
failed and are therefore not uploaded
automatically, in order to upload them
manually and share it with his
colleagues. (1)

Must

2

approved

UN30 The user needs to know if there
are deviances regarding the tolerance
ranges in order to avoid a call-back of
the products. (1)
UN11 The user needs to know about
arising problems during the previous
night in order to consider them for the
assembly. (2)
UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_017

Functional

The Digital Twin can
support the data
modeling of the plant
to have an integrate
view of the sensors
(integration with
Historic Data Storage
and Message Broker)

T6.2 Digital
Twin

UN28 The user needs to know how the
processes depend on each other in
order to ensure a good assembly
process. (1)

Could

2

Approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_018

Functional

DSS should provide
information,
visualizations,
notifications and
recommendations for
processes monitoring
and optimization
based on historical
and real data, and

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making

UN28 The user needs to know how the
processes depend on each other in
order to ensure a good assembly
process. (1)

Must

2

approved
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predictions from AI
models

Interface at
the Shop-floor

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_019

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve information
about the quality of
the gear boxes

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN3 The user needs to know the quality
of the gear boxes to ensure quality
standards within the assembly.(1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_020

Functional

The quality data
should be stored in
the Historical data
storage service and
should be retrievable
when queried

T3.3.
Historical Data
Storage
Service

UN3 The user needs to know the quality
of the gear boxes to ensure quality
standards within the assembly.(1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN29 The user needs to have results of
test runs (e.g., rotation test) in order to
check if tolerance ranges are met. (1)
UN25 The user needs to know if there
are uncertainties about technical
specifications and issues regarding the
assembly in order to discuss them with
his technical colleagues. (2)
UN30 The user needs to know if there
are deviances regarding the tolerance
ranges in order to avoid a call-back of
the products. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_021

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the computation (in
the continuum) of
models based on
computer vision for
the quality
assessment of
production material

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN3 The user needs to know the quality
of the gear boxes to ensure quality
standards within the assembly.(1)

UN19 The user needs to have data
about specific parameters of the gear
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boxes, e.g., the coat in order to see if
everything is working. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_022

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve information
about the schedule
provided by the
supply chain
management
department

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN5 The user needs to know the
schedule provided by the supply chain
management department in order to
follow it and ensure the assembly is
working the right way. (4)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_023

Functional

DSS should be able
to display historical
and real time
information in terms
of tables and graphs.
Different views can be
supported per
machine or per
process by enabling
selection of different
data representations

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN19 The user needs to have data
about specific parameters of the gear
boxes, e.g., the coat in order to see if
everything is working. (1)

Must

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_024

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve information
about the parameters
of the gear boxes

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN19 The user needs to have data
about specific parameters of the gear
boxes, e.g., the coat in order to see if
everything is working. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_025

Functional

The parameters
should be stored in
the Historical data
storage service and
should be retrievable
when queried

T3.3.
Historical Data
Storage
Service

UN19 The user needs to have data
about specific parameters of the gear
boxes, e.g., the coat in order to see if
everything is working. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_026

Functional

DSS should provide a
complete dashboard
enabling the
management of
various information
and data sources by
enabling selection of

T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN29 The user needs to have results of
test runs (e.g., rotation test) in order to
check if tolerance ranges are met. (1)

Must

2

approved
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different data
(sources) categories
and different views
and visualization
types
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_027

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve information
about the results of
test runs

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN29 The user needs to have results of
test runs (e.g., rotation test) in order to
check if tolerance ranges are met. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_028

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the computation (in
the continuum) of
models based on
computer vision for
the quality
assessment of
production material
The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the automated writing
of humaninterpretable
explanations for the
models produced

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

UN25 The user needs to know if there
are uncertainties about technical
specifications and issues regarding the
assembly in order to discuss them with
his technical colleagues. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_029

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will be able to
generate alerts in real
time, in case a
problem/issue arises
and will provide
decision support and
an error report if
needed

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN25 The user needs to know if there
are uncertainties about technical
specifications and issues regarding the
assembly in order to discuss them with
his technical colleagues. (2)

Must

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_030

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts data from
machinery and
support first analysis
of tollerance with

T3.2 Data
Refinement
and Quality

UN30 The user needs to know if there
are deviances regarding the tolerance
ranges in order to avoid a call-back of
the products. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed
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algorithms (only a first
filter that highlights
possible nonconformities of data
coming from the
production line)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_031

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the computation (in
the continuum) of
models based on
computer vision for
the quality
assessment of
production material
The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must support
the automated writing
of humaninterpretable
explanations for the
models produced

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

UN30 The user needs to know if there
are deviances regarding the tolerance
ranges in order to avoid a call-back of
the products. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_032

Functional

The quality data
should be stored in
the Historical data
storage service and
should be retrievable
when queried for multi
dimensional data

T3.3.
Historical Data
Storage
Service

UN31 The user needs to have acquired
data by involving other relevant
departments in order to find the cause
of the deviances. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_033

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will be able to
generate alerts in real
time(though
visualizations), in
case a problem arises
and will provide
decision support and
an error
report(containing root

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN31 The user needs to have acquired
data by involving other relevant
departments in order to find the cause
of the deviances. (1)

Must

2

approved
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cause analysis
results) if needed

UN8 The user needs to know the cause
of the issue in order to understand the
issue and find solutions. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_034

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to retrieve information
about testing steps

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN32 The user needs to know about
testing steps in order to check if
everything is working well and if the
data is collected correctly. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_035

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide analysis
of AI processes
applied in order to
check the system's
functionallity

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN32 The user needs to know about
testing steps in order to check if
everything is working well and if the
data is collected correctly. (1)

Should

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_036

Functional

The AI Model
Generation must
support the
processing of enduser feedback for the
re-training and
refinement of models

T4.2. AI Model
Generation

UN22 The user needs to know if an
operator (by himself or via the assembly
manager) gives feedback about the
routing and ambiguities within
instructions in order to update them. (2)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_037

Functional

The data collection
platform must be able
to distinguish if
technical issue occour

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

UN51 The user needs to know if issues
occur during his work in order to tell the
person responsible for running the line
about any problems and
nonconformities. (3) (Ben)

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN33 The user needs to know if there
are technical issues occurring in the test
runs in order to document the cause of
the issue and the solution. (1)
UN11 The user needs to know about
arising problems during the previous
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night in order to consider them for the
assembly. (2)
UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_038

Functional

A Brokering service
needs to deliver the
messages to services
or user facing
applications

T3.3. RealTime
Brokering

UN51 The user needs to know if issues
occur during his work in order to tell the
person responsible for running the line
about any problems and
nonconformities. (3) (Ben)

Must

0.1

Proposed

Must

0.1

Proposed

UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)
RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_039

Functional

The overall
monitoring API will
provide access to
errors coming from
the deployment of the
AI models

T4.4 - Overall
Monitoring

UN33 The user needs to know if there
are technical issues occurring in the test
runs in order to document the cause of
the issue and the solution. (1)

UN11 The user needs to know about
arising problems during the previous
night in order to consider them for the
assembly. (2)
UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)
UN8 The user needs to know the cause
of the issue in order to understand the
issue and find solutions. (1)
UN7 The user needs to know about
occurring problems and the changes
made in order to document them. (1)
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RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_040

Functional

The knowlEdge DSS
will provide/export
automated reports
based on various
parameters, factors
etc, in order to
properly assess the
situation. On demand
exportation will be
feasible by clicking a
corresponding button
that triggers file
download

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN33 The user needs to know if there
are technical issues occurring in the test
runs in order to document the cause of
the issue and the solution. (1)

Should

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_041

Functional

Data Quality block
extracts data from
machinery and
support first
notification of
possible errorors in
the assembly process
(only a first filter that
highlights possible
non-conformities of
data coming from the
production line)

T3.2 Data
Refinement
and Quality

UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_042

Functional

The Edge Embedded
AI Kit must provide
information near to
real-time to detect
problems and fix them
on time.

T4.2. Edge
Embedded AI
Kit

UN6 The user needs to know if
problems arise in order to fix them in
real-time and document them. (1)

Must

0.1

Proposed

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_043

Functional

The system should
match parameter
settings, deviations
and invalid tests in
order to figure out the
potential cause of the
problem

T4.1.
Knowledge
Discovery
Engine

UN8 The user needs to know the cause
of the issue in order to understand the
issue and find solutions. (1)

Should

2

Approved
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RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_044

Functional

DSS should provide
planning and
suggestions for
solving issues and
problems forseen by
AI predictive models

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN52 The user needs to know if he has
to give support (e.g., with suggestions
for solutions) in order to solve the
problem. (1) (Ben)

Must

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_045

Functional

DSS should provide
visual representation
of problems (marks
on graphs, red colour
etc.) to notify user of
problem existance or
not

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN53 The user needs to know if the
issue has been solved in order to notify
the technician about it. (1) (Ben)

Must

2

approved

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_046

Functional

DSS should keep
track of errors and
present their
frequency of
appearance etc in a
corresponding graph
diagram

T7.2 Decision
Support
System and
T7.3
Enhanced
Decision
Making
Interface at
the Shop-floor

UN7 The user needs to know about
occurring problems and the changes
made in order to document them. (1)

Should

2

approved
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Annex E: knowlEdge Market Requirements
For purpose of submitting the knowlEdge Market Requirements, the current document provides list of platform requirements as July
of 2022.
The list is a brief conceptual inference of requirements that complement existing platform requirements and are more on a
conceptual level.
However, software requirements are live entities in any software development project. They evolve, update, adapt to new conditions
and the evolution of the project itself. New requirements appear and a few prove to be not applicable. For this reason, up-to-date
version of requirements can be reached at http://www.knowledge-project.eu/requirements. The document is marked as public and
available to all.
Requirement
Type

Requirement
Description

User

Project
Achivement
Indicator

Task /
Component

Priority
(DoA)

version

Status

RQ_M_001

Nonfunctional

AI
components
should be
integrable
and runnable
into AI4EU
platform

software
developer

["Provide AI tools
for reasoning,
learning,
remembering,
planning and
analysing data"]

T6.5
Integration

Sould

2

Proposed

RQ_M_002

Nonfunctional

AI
components
should be
trustworthy,
special
emphasis on
explainability
(could be
broken down
into more
specifics)

software
developer

["Develop
database
technologies for
scalable and
semantic
knowledge
access"]

T7.1. HumanAI
collaboration
& Domain
Knowledge
Fusion

Must

2

Proposed

RQ_M_003

Functional

Integrable
into legacy
systems,
data flows

software
developer

["Reduction of
computational
burden and
costs"]

T3.1. Data
Integration &
Interoperability

Must

2

Proposed
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integrating
with most
common
standards in
the industry
RQ_M_004

Functional

Data quality
mechanisms
(noisy data
form the
shopfloor)

software
developer

["Develop tools
for semiautomatic data
preparation"]

T3.2 Data
Quality
Assurance

Must

2

Proposed

RQ_M_005

Functional

Data
Governance
framework
(generation,
management,
storage,
distribution,
ownership,
estandards,
etc)

software
developer

["Provide AI tools
for reasoning,
learning,
remembering,
planning and
analysing data"]

T3.3

Could

2

Rejected

RQ_M_006

Functional

Scalability of
solutions of
other
factories in a
company
from a
scenario

software
developer

["Develop tools
for semiautomatic data
preparation"]

T6.5
Integration

Must

2

Proposed

RQ_M_007

Functional

Regulatory
compliance
of solutions
with AI Act

software
developer

["Development of
an explainable AI
system","Develop
tools for semiautomatic data
preparation"]

T4.2

Must

2

Proposed

RQ_M_008

Functional

The
Processing &
Learning
Orchestrator
component
should be

Operator

["Provide AI tools
for reasoning,
learning,
remembering,
planning and
analysing data"]

T4.4.
Processing &
Learning
Orchestration

Would

2

Proposed
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able to
deploy
models
coming from
external
repositories
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